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SUMMARY

SUMMARY

Multiple reignitions at inductive load switching are regarded as a potential source of
hazardous overvoltages in vacuum interrupter applications. The appearance and
durations of reignitions is determined by the interaction between parasitic circuit
components and the interrupter. The consequences of the transient overvoltages for
example for windings of an applied motor, can be predicted when their values and the
probability of occurrence is known.

In previous investigations two of the three interrupter parameters were measured
which have a considerable influence on the occurrance of overvoltages. These were
the slope of the recovery curve and the high frequency interruption capability. In this
report the third parameter, the chopping current, is measured for three different
kinds of contact materials: Cu, CuCr and AgWC. A model is developed that predicts
the chopping current level when the contacts are separated at small gaps. In such
cases, a residual arcing time reduces the probability of reignition.

It was found that CuCr and Cu have an average chopping current which is respective
ly three times and approximately nine times the value of the chopping current of
AgWC. The disadvantage of a large chopping current for CuCr is completely
cancelled by a larger slope of the recovery curve for the type of circuits investigated.

For testing switches in practical applications IEC has prescribed a motor test circuit.
With a simulation program which simulates the switching off of the prescribed
starting or stalled motor the probability of reignition and the probability of virtual
current chopping are calculated. Virtual current chopping always results in an
unacceptably large overvoltage causing damage to the motor.

The results showed that Cu has the largest probability of reignition and virtual
current chopping due to its large chopping current and its average slope of the
recovery curve. The contact material CuCr showed the least sensitivity for reignition
and virtual current chopping due to the large slope of the recovery curve.

When using a short cable the probability of virtual current chopping will increase. An
increase in the inductive coupling between busbar rails or between phases in a cable
even enhances the probability of virtual current chopping. The influence of the high
frequency interruption capability is often limited to a small variance in the probability
of virtual current chopping. Both the probability of reignition and virtual current
chopping are enlarged significantly when the speed of opening the VCB is decreased.
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INrRODUcnON

1. INTRODUCTION

In electrical applications a switch is undoubtly the most fabricated technical compo
nent. Of all switches, a circuit breaker is just a small part, though a very important
part in our society because the supply of electrical energy has brought high prosperity
in many countries.

In our electrical supply system, we can distinguish three gradations of voltage levels;
high, medium and low voltage. In each level circuit breakers are used for switching
loads and also for protection against large currents. In the medium voltage range
(above lkV and under 50 kV) the vacuum circuit breaker has gained, in the past
twenty years, a considerable market share. The vacuum ciroit breaker has many
advantages compared to other competitive circuit breakers in the medium voltage
range.

A disadvantage of the vacuum circuit breaker is the hazard of generation of a large
overvoltage over the load in comparison with other ciroit breakers. One of the
interrupter parameters which has a considerable influence on the overvoltage is the
value of the current when interrupted, which is called the chopping current.

The primary aim of the research described in this report is to determine the value of
the chopping current by measurement when opening the interrupter several millise
conds before current zerol and also opening the interrupter extremely shortly (J,.Ls)
before current zero, when the probability of reignition2 is present. These measure
ments have to be performed for three different contact materials: Copper (Cu),
CopperChromium (CuCr) and SilverTungstenCarbide (AgWC). From the results a
model for the chopping current as a function of momentary current at contact
seperation will be generated for each contact material.
With a model of the chopping current it should be possible to determine the probabi
lity of reignition of a vacuum circuit breaker in an industrial circuit.

The secondary aim is to determine the probability of different sorts of overvoltages
when varying several interrupter parameters and circuit parameters. To achieve the
second aim first inductive coupling between the busbars and capacitive coupling
between phases in a cable has to be investigated in order to be able to simulate a
vacuum circuit breaker in a inductive circuit correctly. With the results of the
simulations the different kinds of contact materials can be compared with each other
and conclusions can be drawn.

First a brief introduction of the vacuum ciruit breaker and its interrupter parameters
causing different kinds of overvoltages will be presented.

1 The sinusoidal load current reaches the point where it goes through zero.

2 After a period of current interruption, the load current will flow through the switch again.
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2. VACUUM CIRCUIT BREAKERS IN INDUCfIVE CIRCUITS

Vacuum circuit breakers are widely used as ciruit breakers in medium voltage circuits
(1-50 kV). The reason for their increasin§ use is due to their many positive properties
in comparison with other circuit breakers such as:

- compactness;
- reliability;
- lack of maintenance;
- environmently friendly;
- larger breakdown voltages;
- less prone to contact wear.

Above all, the vacuum circuit breaker (VCB) is able to switch currents with values
several times the nominal load current frequently in short periods of time. For these
reasons the VCB is the most widely used interrupter for switching high-voltage motors
in industrial applications.

When the VCB is opened, an arc is formed between the contacts of vapourized con
tact material. The arc will conduct the current until the first current zero appears in
the ac waveform. At this instant, the arc has too little energy and ceases to exist.
The metal vapour deionizes, cools and condenses, and the gap quickly reverts to an
area of high dielectric strength. When the VCB stops conducting current, there is still
a lot of energy stored on both sides of the VCB, e.g. in inductive elements.
Because of energy transfer in elements on both sides of the VCB, an overvoltage,
called the Transient Recovery Voltage (TRV), will appear across the contacts. The
Transient Recovery Voltage can rise to a large value, three to four times the system
voltage is not uncommon. This is especially the case in highly inductive circuits,
because the system voltage will be at maximum at current minimum. In the following
sections a number of possible switching overvoltages and the influence of vacuum
interrupter parameters on these overvoltages will be discussed.

2.1 Switching overvoltages in an inductive circuit

The most common switching operation in industrial applications is switching a motor
with a system voltage between 2 and 14 kV and a motor power between 100 and 400
kW. In the absence of a fault situation4 we can define the following switching
operations:

switching the motor on, whatever the state of the motor;
switching a motor off under normal conditions; cosq» has a high value resulting
in a relative low TRV;

3 Other circuit breakers are SF6> air or oil circuit breakers.

4 In a fault situation, e.g. short circuit, a circuit breaker must immediately switch off the
motor and this situation is therefore not a normal switching operation.
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switching the motor off with no load; cosq» has a low value but the rotating
rotor is still inducing an electromagnetic voltageS in the stator, which reduces
the current;
switching the motor off when the motor is starting or when the rotor is
blocked; cosq» has a low value and because of little induced electromagnetic
voltage in the stator a relative large current6 is flowing.

The latter switching operation is subjected to a large current and a relatively high
overvoltage therefore it is the most difficult situation to interrupt for the VCn. The
overvoltage can cause direct or indirect damage to the load and the supply system.
This switching operation is thus a worst case switching operation. In this case the
single phase inductive ciroit can be represented as in Figure 2.1.

Ls A VCB

i
•

B
Lhf

Un Cb_r-- u

N

Figure 21: A single phase inductive circuit.

The source side consists of Un' ~ and ~. Un and ~ represent the power source and
its inductance, ~ the capacitance of parallel cables, busbar or compensation capaci
tance. The load side is formed by ~ and ~, which represent the capacitance of the
cable from interrupter to load and the inductive load, respectively. These two parts
are connected by the VCB.

As mentioned before an arc is formed between the contacts of the VCB as the VCB
is opened. At the moment of arc extinction both parts of the circuit are separated.
The source side voltage (UAN) of the circuit will oscillate with a frequency of <a>ds to
un' the load side voltage (UBN) with a frequency of <a>dt to zero. Thus the TVR over
the gap, U ~UBN' consists of these two frequencies in combination with the frequen
cy of the supply voltage. Both high frequencies can be expressed by following
formulas:

(2.1)

S The electromagnetic voltage is the induced EMK.

6
As a rule the starting current is six times the nominal current.
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(2.2)

When a 'strong' source side is considered, I; « ~, there will be an oscillation only in
the load part at the moment of interruption. This can be seen in Figure 2.2 [1]. The
maximum of the TRV (UAB) is reached at t =tm•

It is clear that in Figure 2.1 the voltage over Ct has its maximum at the moment of
Current zero, which causes the maximum of the TRV [1].
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2.2 Overvoltage due to current chopping

When switching a motor off with a VCB the current is always interrupted just before
the 50 Hz current zero. The value of the current at this moment is called the
chopping current (Icb). Depending on the impedance7 of the load and the chopping
current a residual magnetic energy Y~Icbz remains trapped in the impedance
element on the load side. Therefore the maximum of UBN increases. This can be seen
from:

(2.3)

So the maximum voltage over Ct is:

UBN,max =

where

~
tZo = -

Ct

(2.4)

(2.5)

and UCh~is UBN at the moment of current interruption, so Ucbop ~ (lns,
In a VCH the value of the chopping current strongly depends on the nature of the
contact material. When the VCB was first introduced Cu was the most widely used
contact material but presently CuCr is commonly used.
In appendix 1 an example of a chopping current and the TRV is given for all three
contact materials. The example shows that Cu has the largest chopping current, which
leads to an extremely large TRV (seven times the system voltage). CuCr has a lower
chopping current resulting in a lower TRV. AgWC has the lowest chopping current
and has therefore a relative low TRV. Conclusion, the chopping current is a switch
parameter which has direct influence on the maximum of the TRV.

2.3 Overvoltage due to voltage escalation

The space between the contacts is called the gap and the gap length at current zero is
determined by the moment of opening the switch. When the current chops a short
time after the VCB is opened, the arc will extinguish and the contacts of the VCB
will have reached a certain distance. Therefore the dielectric strength of the interrup
ter has already reached a certain level at the moment of current chopping. This can
be described by the linear function for small values « lms) of arcing times:

Ub = UbO+Stb (2.6)

7
The load can be represented as a resistor and a coil. .
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where VbO is the initial breakdown voltage, ~ is the time from the moment of contact
separation (arcing time), 5 is the recovery speed of the interrupter which is a function
of the electrical field strength E1, and the opening speed vo:

S = EbvO (2.7)

As the separation of the contacts occurs close to current zero (resulting in a short
lifetime of the arc) the gap will be very small when the current chops causing a low
breakdown voltage. If the TRV exceeds the momentary value of the breakdown
voltage a reigniti'on will appear; contact between both sides of the VCB is made again
and the load current flows again through the gap carried by an arc.

Due to the reignition the parasitic capacitances (~, Ct) on each side of the VCB will
discharge over the parasitic inductance ~f. As a consequence a hf-current (lhf)' which
has a frequency of more than 100 kHz, will also flow through the interrupter. A VCB
is able to interrupt the hf-current resulting in a new TRV which may even have a
larger maximum than before. The recovery voltage may exceed the dielectric strength
again, resulting in multiple reignitions. The increasing load energy during the multiple
reignitions causes voltage escalation in the circuit; overvoltages of many times the
rated voltage are possible. An example of multiple reignitions is shown in Figure 2.3.
In this case the recovery speed (5) is a very important switch parameter.

voltaoe over Interrupter

= instant of chopping

~------------------~I : I
I ::: InterrL4)tlon i
I ::::: . hf-current! I
i ::::::::::.. . ;• i
!··:::;::::::::::~:··:"·I
I ::::::::";. II i
i :::. i
L__- l

hf-current

on errup er

I I •I

t
en arge

"'g","o~II~ ~
~~Hrrn

current through· t t

current through interrupter in neighbouring phase

-----f-----------------
10

Figure 2.3: Multiple reignitions with virtual chopping.
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2.4 Overvoltage due to virtual current chopping

The hf-current due to multiple reignitions causes a magnetic field which induces a
current in the adjacent phases. If in the adjacent phase is in the arcing phase and the
induced current coupled with the 50Hz line current cause a current zero, the VCB
will interrupt, leaving a considerable amount of magnetic energy in the adjacent
phase. This is called virtual current chopping. The resulting overvoltage in the system
has always an unacceptable high value and therefore care must be taken to prevent
this from happening. The theoretical overvoltage can be estimated with formula 2.3
where leb has a value of ~ .[3*.[2*6*ln where In is the nominal current. In practice
this overvoltage will never reach its maximum because breakdown in the circuit
prevents this from occuring. A good example of virtual chopping is shown in the
bottom graph of Figure 2.3.

High frequency (hi) phenomena play an important role in reignitions of VCBs. For
hf-phenomena, the relevant part of Figure 2.1 is shown in Figure 2.4, which exists of
~, the VCB, ~f and <;. The parasitic capacitance of the interrupter is represented
by Cp (order of 2OpF), the inductance and the hf-damping of this circuit by ~f (few
tens of J,LH) and Rbf (2-4n) respectively.

Rhf Lhf
vea

Cb ----''-

Figure 24: Part of single phase circuit relevant for hf-phenomena.

Figure 2.5 shows the high frequency phenomena for a VCB. The dielectric recovery
curve is described by Ub(t) (dashed line). The TRV (UAB) in Figure 2.2 is the so
called LF-TRV (as shown in Figure 2.5), because its frequency is essentially low (few
kHz) compared to the hf-current (few hundreds of kHz). When the LF-TRV exceeds
the dielectric recovery curve, a breakdown appears and reignition will occur. The
breakdown voltage at this instant is called Ubd• At this instant ~ is still charged with
the supply voltage while Ct has been discharging during the dielectric recovery and
has therefore a lower voltage. The voltage difference is called Ud). Both capacitors
tend to reach the same voltage (Ud)=O), which causes a hf-current.

At the first hf-current zero Ud) is decreased because of hf-damping during the
reignition. After every hf-current zero the TRV will rise to the value of Ud)t but
because of Cp and ~f' the TRV contains an ultra high frequency component (UHF
TRV) of a few MHz and will reach a maximum of Um:

(2.8)

where ~ is the overshoot factor.
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Figure 2.5: High frequency reignitions.

If the UHF-TRV exceeds the momentary value of the breakdown voltage V" reigniti
on and a new half period of hf-current will occur. At the second hf-current zero ('2')
V cO has decreased again and the breakdown voltage has gained a larger value.
Reignition will not take place at the n-th hf-current zero if the prospective maximum
of the UHF-TRV (Vm) is lower than the breakdown voltage (Vr). While the UHF
TRV is damped out, the voltage over the gap rises again because of the LF-TRV. H
this LF-TRV exceeds the recovery curve again, the described phenomenon of
reignitions and hf-current will be repeated.

(2.9)

Figure 2.5 also shows that Vr is lower than the momentaxy value of the dielectric
recovery curve Vb(t), based on the expectation that the dielectric strength of the
vacuum gap is reduced by the preceding hf-current because of thermal effects. This
reduction results in a new interrupter parameter called the 'breakdown voltage
reduction factor' a:

Ura =
Ub

where is a material dependent and current dependent (0 < a <1). A so called 'soft'
metal has a low a and thus a low interruption capability for hf-currents. A 'hard'
metal has a factor a close to 1. A large top value of the hf-current also results in a
low value of a. More detailed information can be found in [2].

As mentioned before, not only the switch parameters determine the switching
overvoltages but also the circuit parameters play an important role. Due to the great
variety of motor circuits the IEC9 recommends a worst case motor circuit for testing
switches. The mC-circuit represents a starting motor. In Chapter five the circuit and
the most important circuit parameters will be discussed.

9 lEe: International Electrotechnical Committee
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3. MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Considerations

In Chapter two three switching parameters were discussed in order to investigate their
influence on overvoltages. Measurements of the recovery speed for different contact
materials, and determination of the influence of the recovery speed on multiple
reignitions and virtual chopping were previously investigated in the laboratory of the
University of Technology in Eindhoven (TUB). It was found that:

CuCr has the fastest dielectric recovery and AgWC has the lowest (Section 35)
contact materials with fast dielectric recovery also have a good hf-current
interruption capability (Chapter 8)

Precise measurements to determine the chopping current levels had not been
previously performed. Therefore this was the first aim of this research. The choice of
the three contact materials was not difficult: Cu and CuCr are already widely used
and AgWC is a relatively new contact material. The properties of AgWC have not yet
been fully determined. At the end of this report some properties of AgWC will be
compared to the properties of the other two contact materials used.

When opening the switch far from current zero (arcing times of milliseconds), the
current will chop just before current zero, as described in Section 2.2, and the value
of this chopping current is called lcO• lcO has a different value for each contact
material. In this case the probability of reignition is zero, because at the instant the
current chops the gap will have a high dielectric strength, large enough to withstand
the recovery voltage.

t3t2

',I I ~
"\' ii
~'i

~min.?~

t1to

On opening the switch at a current value between lcO and Icmin(see Figure 3.1), it was
always assumed that the current interrupted immediately. The maximum value of the
TRV will not be extremely high but the gap will be very small when the TRV rises to
its prospective maximum. Due to the low dielectric strength of the gap the probability
of reignition is much larger. The probability of reignition would decrease if the
current did not interrupt immediately but continued to flow, carried by an arc, for
several microseconds. Although the lifetime of the arc will be short, it will give the
gap an opportunity to gain a higher dielectric strength to withstand the TRV.

~/,ICO
"'h Ii1 .,/'l

i ', "

! "" ..

Figure 3.1: Some examples of chopping currents.
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Figure 3.1 shows some examples of chopping currents for different moments of
opening the VCB. The value of the current at the instant of opening is called ~n.

Figure 3.1 can be summarized by the following points:

1 Opening at to or several milliseconds (0-5ms) earlier results in a chopping
current lcO• H the maximum of the TRV occurs shorty after chopping, then the
switch has a minimum recovery time of ~ to

2 Opening at t1 results in a chopping current 11. This has two advantages:
- the switch has an extra recovery time ~t1;

- the lower chopping current results in a lower maximum of the TRV.
3 Opening at t2 results in a chopping current 12• This has the advantage :

- the switch has an extra recovery time ~~.

It has the disadvantage:
- the larger chopping current results in a larger maximum of the TRV.

But all together this is an advantage because the increment in TRV is only a
few percent while the increment in dielectric strength is probably much
higher1o.

4 Opening at t3 (current has a value Icmin) or several ms (0-5) later results in a
negative chopping current -lcO• The current will continue to flow just before the
next current zero appears in the ac waveform. Reignition in this case is out of
the question. The value of Icmin has to be determined for each contact material.

Figure 3.2 shows how important the extra recovery time ~ t1 can be. The maximum of
the TRV is postponed giving the gap extra time to gain a higher breakdown voltage.
In this case the extra recovery time is just large enough to prevent reignition. Figure
3.2 also shows that opening the switch far from current zero will not result in
reignition.

lopen
leo

I / Atl

.../Iopen

/"11

------;;.. time

TRY's

Figure 3.2: Chopping current, TRVand dielectric recovery.

10 The increment in dielectric strength depends on the kind of contact material and opening
speed as described in section 35.
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It is known that the arc is very instable just before chopping, which makes it difficult
to measure the value of the chopping current. Therefore it is better to measure the
lifetime of the arc, e.g. At1, as function of the current at the moment of opening the
VCB. The calculation of the chopping current can be performed afterwards.
The measurements will take place in two stages:

measurement of arc lifetimes with direct currents
measurement of arc lifetimes with alternating currents

A DC-circuit was used for two reasons, firstly to know more about the behaviour of
chopping currents at very low values of the current and secondly due to the problems
associated with the mechanism to open the VCB; due to a spread in mechanical delay
times it is difficult to achieve contact separation in a very small area around current
zero.

The measured arc-lifetimes in the direct current circuit can give a good indication of
the chopping currents for all the contact materials. Yet one must be carefull interpre
ting the results. In a normal application of the VCB an alternating current is always
used. In this case the chopping current also depends on the steepness of the current
around current zero. Therefore a model has to be made which will translate a measu
red arc-lifetime of a direct current into a chopping current in an alternating current
circuit. The model has to be verified with measurements of chopping currents in an
alternating current circuit. Only if the ac-measurements can be performed frequently
with a high accuracy then the model can be omitted.

To achieve the first aim, a lot of measurements had to be performed for each VCB.
Afterwards the calculation of the chopping current was quite simple. Since the
opening of the switch is random in practical circumstances, half a period (lOms) of
the current had to be analysed. For each contact material the following graphs were
plotted:

the arc-lifetime as function of the direct current;
the chopping current as function of current at the instant of opening;
leO as function of the peak value of the alternating current.

In the following sections the circuits and measuring procedures will be described.
In the final section a method is proposed to get an indication of the speed of opening
of the VCB.

....n~"" 11
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3.2 Direct current measurements

The direct current measurements were performed at the laboratory of the University
of Technology in Eindhoven. Figure 33 shows the circuit for the direct current
measurements.

making switch Rhf Lhf
a

Rd
2.8kO
5.6kO Cl

capacitor
charger

Cd

Chf C2

20nF lOOpF

111.2uF

b

I[CT

Figure 3.3: Scheme of the direct current circuit.

The circuit consists of the following parts:

capacitor charger 100mA - 20kV;
capacitor bank Cd' functioning as a direct voltage source;
resistor Rd to limit the current;
a bounce free making switch;
capacitor Chf to reduce the frequency of the TRV;
high frequency resistor Rhf due to the components and leads;
parasitic inductance ~;
parasitic capacitance c; due to voltage measurement over the VCB;
parasitic capacitance C1 of the VCB;
a vacuum circuit breaker;
current transformer (cr).

The current through the VCB was measured with a 20MHz current transformer. The
voltage over the VCB was measured with a high voltage probe (1000:1, 75MHz). Both
signals and some control signals were registered on a four channel 300 MHz digital
oscilloscope. In Section 3.4 of this chapter more information is given about the
current and voltage measurement. The process was controlled by a timer unit based
on a 8085 microprocessor, e.g. the opening of the making switch and VCB. By writing
a small program in machine language for the controller the moments of switch
actuation could easily be varied.

At the start of the measurement the capacitor charger had charged Cd with a voltage
between 5 kVand 15 kV. The VCB was closed and the pneumatic making switch was
open. Once the program was started on the controller, the making switch closed and a
direct current flowed through the VCB.
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The current flow can be expressed as follows:

Ud t
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(3.1)

where: Ud is the voltage at the beginning over the capacitor Cd;
time constant .,. = Rd•Cd·

(3.2)

The time constant .,. had a value of 620 ms or 310 ms when Rd had a resistance of
5.6kn or 2.8kn respectively. The value of the current was varied by varying the voltage
over Cd and adjusting the resistor Rd. Since the VCB was closed all the capacitances
were negligible.

Mter a delay time of 20ms the VCB opened. Depending on the value of the direct
current and the contact material used, the direct current did not interrupt immediate
ly but an arc was formed between the contacts. A short time after opening, the
current chopped. As long as the dc-current was in the order of leO the lifetime of the
arc was limited. If the current had a larger value, then the lifetime of the arc would
increase significantly (ms) and was therefore not representative for the relative small
opening current (1-6 A).

Mter chopping all the capacitors were charged by Cd with a time constant determined
by Rd and ChC. The TRV that appeared over the contacts of the VCB is relatively
slow since C1< <; < < ~c. The TRV had the following frequency:

1
<..> = --;::::::==

VLh/*Chf

The lifetime of the arc and the current at the instant of opening the VCB were both
measured with the oscilloscope. The decay of the current was determined by the time
constant.,. given in Formula 3.1. During the arc it was assumed that the direct current
had a constant value. Since the lifetime of the arc was much shorter than the time
constant, e.g. 200 IlS there was no reason to assume otherwise.

When the capacitor ~ was not present, the frequency of the TRV rised to a much
larger value since the two capitances C1 and <; were much smaller than ~c. This
TRV caused multiple reignitions at almost the same instant the current chopped
which maked it difficult to measure the arc-lifetime correctly. Because the TRV was
of much importance, the capacitor~ was brought into circuit. The frequency of the
TRV decreased and reignitions occured several microseconds after the current had
chopped.
By adding Cbf the lifetime of the arc was influenced. The capacitor shortened the arc
lifetime because the voltage over the capacitor could not vary as quickly as the spikes
in the arc-voltage which made it difficult for the arc to sustain. This resulted in a
somewhat higher chopping current. But the measurements did not have to be correc
ted because in practice there is always a capacitance behind the VCB e.g. cable
capacity and load capacity. This capacitance is also in the order of several decades of
nanofarads [3].

The results of the measurements will be described in Section 4.1.
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3.3 Alternating current measurement

To determine the chopping current in an alternating current circuit the previously
used direct current circuit had to be changed. The measuring set-up was not changed.
In Figure 3.4 the alternating current circuit is shown.

magnetic switch

Rm -100e
a

I CI [ JVCB
i
i Or = luFi
i

10kV TRI nov!
I[crI

i
C2i

i
I
I lOOpF

11mI
i
i

b

Figure 3.4: Scheme of the alternating current circuit.

The circuit consists of the following parts:
transformer TR1 10 kV/380 V;
magnetic switch for switching the supply voltage;
capacitor Clt' limiting overvoltages at the transformer connections;
inductance Lm, the load for limiting the current;
resistor Rm, also limiting overvoltages after current chopping;
parasitic capacitance ~ due to voltage measurement over the VCB, 100pF;
parasitic capacitance C1 of the VCB;
a vacuum circuit breaker;
current transformer (cr).

The transformer had been brought into the circuit to transform the 10 kV line voltage
to 380 V line voltage or 220 V phase voltage. The VCB was in this case switching 220
V instead of the much higher voltages used in industrial applications. There are three
reasons for this choice:

1 a direct connection with the 10 kV net would cause transient voltages in the 10
kV net;

2 the load I..-m consists of several coils in parallel which are not able to work at a
voltage of 10 kV/-13;

3 since the arc-voltage is very low with respect to the supply voltage of 220 V, a
large deviation in values for chopping currents would not be expected.
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At fIrst a capacitor Cm was used instead of resistor R.n to limit overvoltages after
current chopping. After opening the VCB the arc-voltage step of approximately 14 V
resulted in a high frequency current oscillation caused by I...m and Cm' When the VCB
was opened just before current chopping, the hf-current was a disturbance on the load
current causing a deviation in the chopping current.

Replacing the capacitor Cmwith a resistor Rm made the hf-oscillation disappear. The
value of Rm was carefully chosen. First the circuit had to remain highly inductive and
secondly the overvoltage over I...m had to be limited. For example if the current
chopped at 10 A the current of ~ would continue to flow through resistor R.n
causing a maximum overvoltage of 1000 V.

The voltage over the VCB was again measured between point 'a' and 'b'. For current
measurement the same current transformer was used as before. A more detailed
description of the voltage and current measurement is given in the next section.

Before the measuring could begin two mechanical delay times had to be determined.
First the delay time of the magnetic switch was measured, the average delay time was
15.4 ± 2.5 ms. Secondly the mechanical delay time of the VCB opening was measu
red, an average delay time of 13.8 ± 0.15 ms was recorded after some problems with
friction were solved. The deviation in this particular delay time had to be a low value
because the VCB had to be opened in a very small area around natural current zero.

Determination of feb as function of f open'

The fIrst series of measurements concerned the determination of the chopping current
when opening the VCB in a small time area around current zero. The process can be
described with the help of Figure 3.5.

U.y.-220V. (peok - eOA, Upul.e - 24 Volt
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20 ••••.•• ; •••••••• ; ••••••••:.•...•.. ; .•••....:. . t.r!~9~"'P.~I!I!'.. ; : ~ .· . . . . . . . .· . . . . . . . .· . . . . . . . .· . . . . . . . .
1~ ••••••• ~ ~ :•••••••• ~ •••••••• : :••••••.• ~ :•••••••• ~ .
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-2!5 -20 -1!5 -10 -!5 0 !5 10 1!5 20 2!5

time [m.]

Figure 3.5: Timing the triggerpulse for opening the VCB around cunent zero.

The process started with the VCB closed and the magnetic switch open. Once the
program was started on the controller the magnetic switch opened after 50 ms. After
the mechanical delay time, the 50 Hz load current with 60 A peak value was switched
in by the magnetic switch. The peak value of the current can be varied by adjusting
~. The 50 Hz load current came in phase when the inrush phenomenon was damped
out after 200 ms.
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Half a second (500ms) after the magnetic switch was commanded to open, the
controller determines the first voltage zero in the phase voltage. When the first
voltage zero was encountered it waited for 1 ms to give a signal to the mechanism to
pull the VCB open as shown in Figure 3.5. Since the circuit was highly inductive the
time between a voltage zero and current zero was about 5 ms. Because of a total
delay time of approximately 14.8 ms (1 + 13.8) before actual opening after a voltage
zero, the VCB was opened very close to current zero.

Due to the small mechanical deviation in delay time and by varying the delay time of
r ms on the controller it was possible to vary the actual moment of opening the VCB
between e.g. 100 ~s before and after natural current zero. Figure 3.6 shows a plot for
each tested contact material.
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Figure 3.6: Chopping currents for the three contact materials.
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The plots show a difference in chopping current. As expected Cu has the largest
chopping current and AgWC the smallest. Further investigation of the plots shows a
small current drop in the load current when the arc-voltage appears over the contacts.
The arc-voltage had always a value of around 14 V. Due to the arc-voltage a direct
current of 0.14 A (14V/100n) flowed in the opposite direction of the load current
thus reducing the current through the VCB. Since the chopping current values of Cu
and CuCr are relatively high, a value of 0.14 A is in comparison rather small. In case
of AgWC with a low chopping current value care must be taken to calculate the
c1).opping current. One must know that a decrease of 0.14 A in the load current will
not affect the value of the chopping current; only the arc-lifetime will be shortened
for a couple of microseconds.

Formula 3.3 shows how the chopping current is calculated:

[ 11) ]arcsi open

I h = I * sin lamp - t *(a)
c amp (a) are

(3.3)

where: - lamp is the peak value of the current;
lopen is the current at the instant of opening;
(a) equals 2."..50;
tare is the lifetime of the arc.

In case of AgWC the chopping current shown in Figure 3.6 was determined with the
following values: lamp was 60 A, tare was 46 microseconds an lopen had the value of the
current just after opening the VCB; lopen was 1.65 A The resulting chopping current
was 0.78 A

Table 3.1 shows the number of measurements performed for each VCB while the
moment of opening was varied within a small area around current zero. Since the
value of the chopping current varies significantly for the three contact materials the
width of the analysed area also differs for each contact material. The upper limit of
the area lies after current zero and is determined by Icmin as described in Section 3.1.
The results of these measurements are presented in Section 4.3.

Table 3.1: Number ofperformed measurements.

Cu CuCr AgWC

measurements performed 328 338 278

n~(JpI7
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Determination of I cO as function of the peak value of the current.

The previously described measurements were performed for only one peak value of
the current, namely 60 Ampere. As described earlier the chopping current also
depends on the peak current value. A higher peak value leads to a larger steepness in
the region of current zero resulting in a somewhat lower value of the chopping
current.

For determination of IcO as a function of the peak value for the three contact
materials, only the value of I;n had to be adjusted frequently, to achieve the different
peak values of the current. The peak values were varied between 10 and 140 A The
choice of a maximum of 140 A is due to the motor circuit recommended by the IEC
which has a nominal value of the current of 100 A
Figure 3.7 demonstrates an estimation of the chopping current as function of the
current at the instant of opening the VCB.

~ .Iopen

"'" ------ICO
-,

' ...
' ...

·,----------.--.ICO

Ich

tlpeak· 60 A---------_..-.-......-...-,-,-,-,
~

lpeak· 120 A

Figure 3.7: The chopping current for two peak
values of the load current.

The curve with a peak value of 60 A has been fully investigated in the previous
measurements. For investigation of the same curve with another peak value of the
current it is not neccesary to repeat all the measurements.
The influence of the steepness around current zero on the chopping current can be
represented by another value of IcO• By varying the value of IcO the value of the
chopping current can be determined over a whole period of time.
Another adjustment was the delay time for giving the command to open the VCB
after a detected voltage zero. The aim was to open the VCB before the current has
reached its positive maximum. Figure 3.8 shows the timing of the signals.

The new delay time was set at 13 IDS. Together with the mechanical delay time of
13.8 IDS the VCB was opened 26.8 IDS after a voltage zero was detected. This resulted
in opening the VCB around 8 IDS before the natural current zero. As Figure 3.8 shows
an arc was formed between the contacts 8 ms before current zero.
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Figure 3.8: Timing of the triggerpulse for opening the VCB far before current zero.

Figure 3.9 demonstrates some examples of chopping currents and arc-voltages for all
the three contact materials. In all these examples the current had a peak value of 140
A Again the differences in chopping currents are confirmed. For each peak value
more than 20 measurements of It<) were taken in order to determine a mean value.
It<) was also determined using formula 3.2 but in this case tare got a fixed value for the
time (e.g. 200 IJs). lo~n received the value of the load current at the same fixed time
before current choppmg.

Figure 3.9 shows that in the case of CuCr the value of lopen' at 100 microseconds
before current chopping was 7 A Therefore the calculated chopping current has a
value of 2.6 A

During the measurement of the VCB with copper contacts, some problems were
encountered. At low peak values of current, lower than 60 A, spikes in the arc-voltage
just before chopping occured in such a high frequency resulting in an average arc
voltage far above the previously recorded 14 V. This caused a severe current drop in
the load current a short time before current zero. Instead of higher values for It<)
lower values were measured for low peak values of the current. At this point the
circuit was not suitable any more for measuring the value of Id)-
However based on the results of the other two contact materials and the measu
rements performed with a high value of the peak current, it was possible to give a
good estimation of the value of It<) at low values of load current. The results of the
measurements are given in Section 4.4.

n~op 10
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3.4 Voltage measurement and current measurement

3.4.1 Voltage measurement

Although most measurements are centered on the current, the voltage over the VCB
must also be measured accurately for two reasons:

to determine the beginning of the arc-lifetime;
the oscilloscope is always triggered at the beginning of the arc·voltage or at the
beginning of the TRV.

The voltage was measured with a Tektronix P6015 high voltage probe (for specificati
ons see appendix 2) provided with a compensation box on a 10 foot (= 3.55 m)
coaxial cable. This box had to be directly attached to the oscilloscope, positioned
together with other equipment in a grounded cage. The total distance between the
test circuit (which cannot be moved for safety reasons) and the oscilloscope was about
8 meters. To bridge the remaining distance between the test circuit and the high
voltage probe, a transmission line was used with a capacitance of approximately
lOOpF and an impedance of 3000.

•
1m

3000

transmission line

~"

Figure 3.10: The voltage measurement scheme.

Additional copper shielding is used to minimize distortion [2]. The additional copper
shielding is plotted with dashed lines in Figure 3.10. The copper shielding was
connected to the shielded cage, with the shielding of the coaxial cable at the probe
side and with the earth connection of the probe and lab earth. In fact the copper
shielding is an extension of the shielded cage. From Figure 3.10 it is clear that the
current induced by dt/dt flows through the copper shielding and !lQ1 through the
coaxial cable. In this case the induced current in the coaxial cable is reduced below
detection level so no distortion occured in the measured signal. The current in the
loop enclosing dt"/dt also induces a voltage into the transmission line. This voltage is
relatively small compared to the transmission line signal which is the unattenuated
interrupter voltage. So dt"/dt causes no major distortion.
The probe was calibrated before the measurements. Up to 2000 V the probe had a
maximum deviation of two percent and an average deviation less than one percent.
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3.4.2 Current measurement

The current transformer was placed between the transmission line connection and the
VCB at the ground side, as indicated in Figure 3.4. H the transmission line is
connected to point 'a' in Figure 3.3, the current transformer will detect the displace
ment current due to the capacitance c; of the transmission line. Connecting the line
to point 'b', as used in this measurement scheme, only the inevitable displacement
current of C1 is detected.

The principle of the current transformer is not difficult: due to the magnetic field
mduced by the primary current 1m, a current is induced in the secondary windings
which causes a voltage over the the resistance Rp. The voltage has a value of 0.1
VfA The principle is shown in Figure 3.11.

~------------------,

I
i

~ J

o.os VIA

1)10

L _

Figure 3.11: The current measurement scheme.

The current transformer was connected to the coaxial cable via a BNC-connector. At
the oscilloscope the coaxial cable was terminated with 50n. The resulting output
voltage was 0.05 VfA As with the voltage measurement a copper shielding was used
to minimize distortion of the signal. The shielding was on one side connected to the
grounded shielding cage and on the other side connected to the BNC-connector of
the current transformer.

According to the specifications the ITmax of the currenttransformer is 0.5 Asec. Thus
when measuring direct currents a value of 10 A can be measured for 50 ms before
distortion will occur. Since the direct current will never have such a high value and a
measurement was finished in 35 ms, problems did not occur.

Also according to the specifications the maximum RMS current is 65 A Therefore
monitoring a current with a top value of 92 A should present no problems. During
the AC measurements currents with a top value of 141 amperes were measured with
the current transformer. No distortion of the signal was seen on the oscilloscope.
Several measurements with another current transformer rated with a RMS value of
400 A confIrmed no distortion of the measured signal by the original current transfor
mer. For this reason most of the measurements were continued with the original
current transformer.

More technical details of the equipment used is given in appendix 2.
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3.5 Determination of the opening speed of the VCR

The dielectric recovery is a very important interrupter parameter. It has a direct
influence on the probability of multiple reignions and an indirect influence on the
probability of virtual chopping [4]. As formula 2.6 states the dielectric strength of the
interrupter can be described with an initial breakdown voltage and a recovery speed.
Laboratory investigations revealed an initial breakdown voltage in the order of 1000
V. The recovery speed depends on the electric field strength and opening speed. The
electric field strengths were also determined for the three contact materials in [5] and
(12]:

- AgWc:
- CuCr:
- Cu:

36 kV/mm;
66 kV/mm;
48 kV/mm.

The choice for these values is further explained in Section 6.1.
In practice the speed of opening the VCB lies between 1.5 and 2.5 m/s. In order to
get an indication of the speed of the mechanism used to pull the interrupter open,
measurements with an inductive instrument were performed. The mechanism used
was a strong spring compressed with pneumatic cylinders and released by pushing
away a blocking pin with a small electromagnet. Figure 3.12 shows the measuring
scheme.

coil coil

cscilloscope

[SJg
00

o

t
coaxial cable

AC-bridge

spring

pneumatic cylinder

a &. b are electrical connections

current transformer

Figure 3.12: Scheme for the mearurement of the opening speed.

The equipment used for measuring is described in appendix 2. Since these measure
ments are only performed to get a rough indication of the opening speed, only a short
introduction is given of the measuring set-up.
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The measuring set-up consisted of a AC-bridge and a probe. The probe consists of
two coils positioned behind each other and both are electrically connected with the
AC-bridge. For both coils there was only one moveable core which was directly
attached to the shaft. When the VCB was opened, the shaft moved to the right and
hence the core moved in the two coils. Due the movement the value of the permea
bility for the two coils changed, resulting in another value for the inductance of the
coils. Due to a constant voltage over each coil the current changed in both coils. This
change in current was detected by the AC-bridge resulting in a small difference in
voltage which was measured by the oscilloscope. To summarize, a change in the
position of the shaft resulted in a different voltage on the oscilloscope. In Table 3.2
the voltage generated by the measuring instrument is given for different gap lengths.

Table 3.2: Recorded voltage.

1oaOr--...,..........,..-r--...,..........,..-r--...,.....---r- ~
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Figure 3.13: Recorded voltage as function
of the gap length.
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As shown in Figure 3.13 the recorded voltage has a non-lineair shape. At first the
core was mounted on the shaft in such a way that the recorded voltage had a much
lower value for each gap length. This resulted in an even more non-linearity. With
trial and error finally the non-linearity was reduced to a minimum resulting in a
recorded voltage as showed in Figure 3.13.

In all the performed measurements the maximum gap length was adjusted to 8.5 rom.
The measuring of the speed of opening was done without any current flow in the
circuit. In total the VCB was opened three times and each time the voltage curve was
registered on the oscilloscope. All three curves were almost identical. Figure 3.14a
shows a registered curve. Because the signal was quite noisy a polynomial was drawn
in the registrated curve as shown in Figure 3.14b. In this figure also some voltages are
marked with a number which indicates the gap length. Since the voltage of a certain
gap length is known and now also the matching time can be determined (Figure
3.14b), the graphs 'gap length as function of time' and 'opening speed as function of
gap length' can be plotted. These two graphs are shown in Figure 3.14c and 3.14d.
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3.140 Recorded signal 3.14b Polynomial fitting
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Figure 3.14: Detennination of the speed of opening of a VCB.

Figure 3.14d shows that the speed increases to 3.15 m/s and decreases during opening
to 2.56 m/s. The speed at 0.25 rom is not a reliable value due to the noise on the
recorded signal making it difficult to determine the precise moment of opening. A
deviation of 40 percent is possible. Also the speed at 8.5 rom is an unreliable value
due to bouncing of the mechanism that pulls the VCB open. The expected deviation
is in this case less than 10 percent.

The average speed is 2.78 mise Compared to practical speeds this is quite a large
value. A large value of the speed of opening will result in higher chopping currents
because the arc between the contacts will become instable earlier.
Thus in practice a lower speed of opening will result in a slightly lower chopping
current and therefore a lower TRV. From this point of view the determined chopping
currents are worst case chopping currents.
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4. RESULTS OF THE DC AND AC MEASUREMENTS

In this chapter the results of the direct current and alternating current measurements
are presented. When necessary the results are commented with explanations and
whenever possible conclusions are drawn. In Section 4.3 a model is made for the
chopping currents.

4.1 Results of the DC measurements

The direct current measurements concern the lifetime of the arc as a function of the
direct current flowing through the VCB. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the results for the
contact materials CuCr and AgWC. In the graphs also a straight line is plotted
representing an average arc-lifetime calculated with the least squares method. These
lines are again plotted in the bottom graph which makes the differences in arc
lifetimes between the two contact materials very clear.

The graphs show a much larger arc-lifetime for AgWC compared to CuCr at a same
value for the current. This means a considerably larger chopping current for CuCr.
Althought the arc-lifetime is in the case of AgWC much higher, the arc-lifetime also
decreases in a much higher rate as for CuCr. Also the value of the direct current can
have in the case of CuCr a larger value without resulting in extreme arc-lifetimes. A
direct current below 2.5 respectively 1.4 A will result in immediate chopping for CuCr
and AgWC. But like both graphs show, the possibility of immediate chopping begins
at a much higher value of the current, approximately 1.4 times the thresholdvalue.

The lines in the bottom graph can be approached with the following formula:

't' = u*IP
ale

This results in the following constants for AgWC: a = 11.9, P = 3.22.
For CuCr these constants are: a = 0.093, P = 4.505.

(4.1)

Without making a model for these measurements one can still draw some conclusions
related to alternating currents.

CuCr: When opening at a current below 2 A there is a large probability that the
current will chop almost immediately. Opening at larger values for the
current always an arc will be formed. Opening far from current zero will
result in an leO with a value close to 3 A

AgWC: Opening at a current with a larger value than 1.5 A will always result in an
arc between the contacts of the VCB. No matter the peak value of the
current the chopping current will always be less than 1.5 A Since the arc
lifetime has at 1.5 A still a value of 20 microseconds is it realistic to assume
that the current will continue to flow to a value very close to current zero.

It was decided not to continue the measurement for a VCB with copper contacts
because a comparison between the present results and alternating currents results was
more desired.
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Arc-lifetime oa function of ore-current
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Figure 4.1: Arc-lifetimes in a direct current circuit.
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4.2 Results of the AC measurements

Figure 4.3 shows the results of the alternating current measurements for the three
tested contact materials. When comparing the three graphs one must be aware of the
different scaling around current zero on the horizontal axis and vertical axis. As
mentioned in Chapter 3 all the measurements were performed with a peak value of 60
Ampere.

The VCB with copper contacts shows the largest chopping currents which can have a
value of almost 8 A One can define also an area of instant current chopping. For Cu
this area is symmetric about zero, between 3 and -3 A Opening at a current value just
outside this area will result in an arc with a lifetime of several microseconds. Opening
at larger values, e.g. larger than 4 ~ will result in an increasing arc-lifetime leading to
a significant difference between opening current and chopping current.

For CuCr the range of values for chopping currents is much smaller. Also the
deviation between chopping currents at a certain value of the load current is much
smaller. The area of instant chopping lies between 1 and -1 A Opening at current
values larger than 2 A will lead to a significant increase in arc-lifetime.

The bottom graph of Figure 4.3 shows the results for AgWC. As already concluded in
the previous section the chopping current always has a value less than 1.5 A In fact
most chopping currents have a value even less than 1 A The graph also shows a
different chopping behaviour for opening at small positive cuments and small
negative currents. The area of instant chopping lies after current zero between zero
and -0.9 A Thus opening at 0.2 A (10.6 J.LS before current zero) resuls in an arc being
formed of 1 or 2 J.LS.

For all graphs fewer measurements are displayed after current zero than before
current zero. One reason for this is because the current only chops in a small area
after current zero and secondly, with the determination of Icmin a lot of measurements
resulted in chopping at the next current zero. These measurements resulted in a Icmin
of 5 A for Cu, 2.75 A for CuCr and 0.9 A for AgWC.

,?lIeD

I I1 lnstant
! // ehopplng

i -'I- ...tJ
I '
o " tz t3

Figure 4.2: Examples of chopping
currents.
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Figure 4.2 is an extended copy of Figure 3.1
on page 9. For Cu and CuCr the area of
instant chopping is symmetric about zero.
Outside this area the graphs of both contact
materials show a small arcing time &~ resul
ting in a difference between leb and lopen. In
case of AgWC, opening at a current after
natural current zero will always result in in
stant chopping. This is a significant difference.
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Figure 4.3: Measured chopping currents for the three different contact materials.
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The second part of the alternating current measurements concerned the determination
of Ic()e The results for the three tested contact materials are presented in Figure 4.4.
For each contact material more than 20 measurements were performed at a certain
peak value. The straight lines connect the average value for Idl• As can be seen in
Figure 4.4 the average value will increase when the peak value of the current decrea
ses. In case of AgWC the mean value of Idl lies between 0.81 and 134 A The
deviation from the mean value is quite large. The standard deviation has a value of
0.27 A at a peak current of 79.4 A

For CuCr the mean value of Idl shows stronger dependency on the peak current; the
mean value varies between 2.7 and 3.75 A The average standard deviation is
relatively small compared to AgWC but has a maximum of 0.79 A at a peak current
of 105.6 A

The VCB with copper contacts has a mean value of Idl of around 8 A at larger values
of the peak current. The standard deviation has a maximum value of 0.74 at a peak
current of 141.2 A.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, in the case of Cu it was with the used measurement
scheme impossible to measure the value of Idl accurately for small peak values of the
load current. With the results between 60 A and 140 A an estimation was made of Idl
in the area between 15 and 60 A

leO as function of the peak value of the load current
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Figure 4.4: Measured values of Idl as function of the peak value of the load current.
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In Table 4.1 the mean value and standard deviation of leO is given for each contact
material for several peak values of the load current.

Table 4.1: Mean value and standard deviation of leO for several load current amplitudes.

I

Cu

II
CuCr

II
AgWC

Ilamp I leO I std lamp I leO I std lamp I leO I std

A A A A A A A A A

15 1011 - 12.4 3.75 0.52 12.4 1.34 0.16

25 9.6010 - 18.4 3.39 0.33 25.3 1.13 0.19

42.5 8.9010 - 31.2 3.18 0.30 42.2 0.99 0.16

60 8.64 0.52 42.8 3.05 0.34 59.1 0.98 0.20

83.6 7.95 0.73 57 3.02 0.34 79.4 0.86 0.27

100 8.13 0.63 71.2 2.96 0.33 102 0.83 0.21

121.8 7.91 0.55 90.0 2.87 0.34 121.8 0.81 0.18

141.2 7.84 0.74 105.6 2.75 0.79 139.4 0.90 0.20

138.8 2.68 0.54

From table 4.1 and Figure 4.4 one can draw several conclusions. Firstly Cu has the
largest average standard deviation where AgWC has the lowest. But in comparison
with the recorded leO is the standard deviation of Cu less than 10% of leO while in the
case of AgWC the standard deviation is about 20% of the measured leO. The contact
material CuCr shows a larger spread in standard deviation but is in most cases less
than 20% of the measured leO. Regarding the number of measurements performed and
the mentioned standard deviation it is justified to conclude that the measurements are
representative for the properties of the different contact materials.

The increase in leO is the largest in the case of Cu and the lowest in case of AgWC;
2.16 A and 0.44. But again compared with the measured values the relative increase
of leO is 27.5% for Cu, 40% for CuCr and 48% for AgWC. Thus although the chopping
current is very low for AgWC, it shows the largest dependency of the peak value of
the current.

11 These values are estimated current values.
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4.3 Modelling the results

In this paragraph a model is made of the results given in the previous section. The
model determines the value of the chopping current and the instant of chopping for
each contact material. This model helps in the realisation of the second aim of this
report; determination of the probability of multiple reignition and virtual chopping.

A schematic of the model is shown Figure 4.5. The input parameters are:
peak value of the current, lamp;
time of opening the VCB before natural current zero, TopeD;
type of contact material.

The output parameters are:
the value of the chopping current, Ich;

the time at the instant of chopping related to natural current zero, tcz.

The following constants are used for each contact material:
ICC' the marginal value of the area of immediate chopping which is symmetic

around natural current zero;
Icmin, the largest value of the current after current zero that results in chop

ping. Opening on a larger value will result in chopping at the next
current zero;

Ilpc, the value of l cO for large values of the l2eak ~rrent (see Figure 4.6).

All constants used in Figure 4.5 are absolute values.

contact
-[J~material " I .

/ t:: """-: Ich"
/

lamp
_ .-:}IcO

"/

::}-I~
Tcz

"/
Topen

"/

Cu CuCr we
Icc 3 1 0
Icmin 5 2.75 0.9

IIpc 7.8 2.75 0.9

Figure 4.5: Model for calculating the chopping current.

The aim was to calculate the chopping current using two formulas; one to determine
the value for l cO and the other to determine the chopping current with the help of l cO•

The difference in contact materials was taken into account by the formulas through
the use of different constants.
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Calculating leO was performed through the knowledge of the peak value of the current
and llpe' The best approach was emperically found and is given by:

I.. = 1", • [1 + 0.6 • exp (J; )] (4.2)

In this formula only the value of llpe has to be adjusted to calculate leO for the different
contact materials when the peak v3.lue of the current is not changed.
The resultant graphs of leO are plotted as straight lines in Figure 4.6. The Figure shows
that after a peak value of 80 ~ leO has almost reached its end value Ilpe'

Approaching leO with a formula
12 r------,------r---.....,....----r----...,......---..,..----T-----,

14012010080604020
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~ ~ Cu ~ • .
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Figure 4.6: Approaching all the measurements for IeO with one formula.

When calculating the chopping current (Ich) one should consider the four following
situations:

1 opening before current zero on a current value larger than Icc; in this case
formula 4.3 is always used to calculate the chopping current;

2 opening in the area of instant current chopping which is symmetric around
current zero and limited by Icc12;

3 opening after natural current zero between Icc and Icmin;

- in case of CuCr formula 4.3 is used to calculated the chopping current;
- in case of AgWC or Cu it is assumed the the current will chop immediately;

4 opening after current zero a value larger than Icmin will result in chopping in
the next current zero; the chopping current receives the value of leO;

12
In the case of AgWC this area does not exist since Icc equals zero.
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In the case of situation 1 and in the case of CuCr also in situation 3 formula 4.3 was
used to calculate the chopping current.

(4.3)

Figure 4.7 shows the four possible situations and the corresponding areas.

leO (formula 4.2) 1-
/ I lopen

i,_Icc
I
I I
i I
I I

I : formula 4.3

][ : Ich - lopcn

]II J: CuCr, formula 4.3
1: AgWC & Cu , Ich • lopen

l[: Ich - leO

Figure 4.7: Possible areas for the current to chop.

As already mentioned by Figure 4.2 AgWC has zero arcing time when opening at a
current behind current zero. In the case of Cu the measurements showed very small
arcing times between 3 en 5 A behind current zero (~~ in area three). To keep the
model as simple as possible and yet not getting large deviations of the chopping
current it was decided to neglect the arcing time (~t2) for AgWC and Cu and thus to
extend the area of instant chopping to Icmin•

When using a VCB with CopperChromium contacts and also neglecting the arcing
times J1t2 would result in a serious deviation of the calculated chopping current from
the measured chopping current. Therefore again formula 4.3 was used in this particu
lar area to calculate the chopping current. In this case a negative value for lopen and Icc
must be filled in formula 4.3. Then the calculated chopping current also receives a
negative value. -

In Figure 4.8 the estimated chopping currents are represented with a straight line. The
chopping currents are calculated with a peak value of the current of 60A For the
contact materials Cu and AgWC the calculated chopping currents are clearly repre
sentative for the measurements. In the case of CuCr the calculated chopping current
still has a deviation from the measurements results between 2 en 2.75 A after current
zero. Since the area of the deviation is very small. and the maximum deviation is
limited to 0.5 ~ the model is accurate enough to calculate the chopping current.
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Approximating the measurements for Cu
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Figure 4.8: Approaching measured chopping currents with the modeL
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5. THE IEC MOTOR TEST CIRCUIT

For the calculations of overvoltages due to switching operations, many kinds of
circuits can be used. Also in industrial networks there are a large number of various
circuits. Therefore the IEC recommends a worst case motor circuit to achieve
standardization in testing switches. A complete description of the motor test circuit
can be found in [6].

As mentioned in chapter two switching off a starting motor is the most difficult
switching operation for any kind of switch. Therefore the test circuit represents a
starting motor or a motor with a blocked rotor; cos 4p has a low value and therefore
the voltage will have a large value at current zero resulting in a maximum of the
TRV [1]. In this report the investigations are restricted to one type of switch, a
vacuum circuit breaker.

In the next section a detailed description of the test circuit will be given and all
components used in the circuit will be discussed. The last section of this chapter
presents an analysis of the circuit in order to be able to simulate a VCB in the motor
test circuit. The results of the analysis are used in a simulation program which is
written in the programming language Pascal. Also the inaccuracies of the performed
work are discussed. The realised improvements are mentioned, but are explained fully
in the following four chapters.

5.1 Parameters of the IEC motor test circuit

With the test circuit the behaviour of a VCB can be determined when switching off
an inductive current. Figure 5.1 shows the proposed IEC motor test circuit. Many
parameters of the circuit are prescribed, and some of these parameters must conform
to a prescribed range of values. In the latter case often a value is attached to the
parameter which is used in the simulation program. In the test circuit the following
parts can be distinguished:

The source side.
The source consists of a short-circuit inductivity ~, the parasitic inductivity L,,1
and the capacitance Ct, representing parallel connected cables to the busbar.
The value of ~ is 10 percent of the load inductance L and 41 is prescribed
less than 2~H. The value of Ct, is prescribed between 30 and 50 oF but varies
with the number of feeders13 applied and can therefore rise to a large value
(~F). The attached value for 41 is 2~H and for Ct, is 40 oF.

Busbar.
The busbar length must be between 5 and 7 meters and is given a length of 7
m. Although the distance between the rails has a direct influence on the
capacitive and inductive coupling, it is not prescribed. In this standard situation
the distance between the rails is 16 em but in the following chapters the values
for inductive coupling and capacitive coupling are varied to investigate the
influence of both parameters on the probability of virtual chopping.

13 A feeder Is an outgoing electrical connection for the electricity supply.
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Figure 5.1: lEe motor test circuit.

The vacuum circuit breaker.
The VCB is on the source side connected to the busbar and on the load side
connected to a cable via a parasitic inductance L,,2 which represents the
connection between the VCB and cable and has a prescribed value of 5~H.

The cable.
The distance between the VCB and the motor is bridged with a three-phase
screened cable. In this case each phase in the cable has only a capacitance to
the shield. Any capacitive coupling between phases can only occur via the
capacitance to the shield. In section 7.2 the cable in described in more detail.
The cable has a precribed length of 100 m and a prescribed characteristic
impedance between 30 and 50 ohm. In the simulation program this impedance
is always 30 ohm.

The motor.
An RL-circuit represents the starting motor. The values of each component are
prescribed in such a way that the 50 Hz load current flowing through each
phase has a value of 100 A and cos cp will have a value lower than 0.2. The
resistor 1\ represents the damping of the TRV. The amplitude-damping is
prescribed between 1.6 and 1.8. The capacitor <; is adjusted to a value in
order to achieve a resonance-frequency of the motor between 10 kHz and 15
kHz.

The system voltage is not prescribed and can therefore be varied in the medium
voltage range. But for most simulations a system voltage of 7.2 kV is used because
the tested VCB's in chapter three are supposed to operate at 7.2 kV. In Table 5.1
several circuit parameters are expressed as a function of the system voltage u1• For
calculation of other circuit parameters refer to [4].
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Tabel 5.1: Several component values as function of the line voltage u l (Jt?

Component Formula Assumption As function of ul

L 1,lL =
u1 I = 100 A 1,67*Hr5*ul

{3e»I

I.--s I.--s = 0,1 L 1,67*10-6*u,

~ 40 oF.. p.F

Cp C = 1 ft = 12 kHz
p

(21r/,? *L 1,05 *10-5

u1

Zot Z~: If 1,26*u1

Cp

Zoos Jf 6,46*~
Z(k = C

b

~ -2~L Rp =159Ju1*10-3
R = In(A-1 A = 1,7

p 7f

R R =
(,) (Ls +L)

COSfP = 0,2 118*10-3*u

~
, I

COS
2

fP
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5.2 Refinement of the present analysis with respect to earlier simulations

As mentioned in the preface of this chapter a lot of work has already been performed
in order to realize the simulation of a VCB in the IEC motor test circuit [4]. In [4]
most circuit parameters were calculated. With those parameters the shape of the
mv can be calculated and if present, the moment when the mv touches the break
down curve can be determined.

Also in [4], the hf-current in Figure 2.4 and the induced hf-current in the adjacent
phases were determined in an analytical manner. In the adjacent phases it was
verified whether the induced current coupled with the 50 Hz line current was causing
a current zero (see Figure 2.3).
Further in [4], one value was used for the breakdown reduction factor (Section 2.4)
for all contact materials. The moment of hf-current interruption was determined and
the subsequent mv over the contacts of the VCB was again calculated. For more
details is refered to appendix three where the flow-chart of the simulation program is
presented.

With these analytical calculations the behaviour of a VCB in the motor test circuit
could roughly be simulated, however due to further investigations some preceding
assumptions14 have to be altered for a more correct simulation. It concerns the
following assumptions:

1 The chopping current had a constant value and was therefore independent of
the moment of switch opening. To analyse the influence of the chopping
current was the value varied in a proper range. For more accuracy the model
as presented in chapter four is implemented in the simulation program. The
discussion of influences on the chopping current are performed in Section 6.1.

2 The calculation of the hf-current was done according to the circuit as shown in
Figure 2.4. This was done correctly but in order to be able to calculate the hf
current in the adjacent phases, it was necessary to neglect the inductive cou
pling between phase 1 and 3. The inductive coupling between phase 2 and 3
was taken to be as equally strong as the inductive coupling between phase 1
and 2. Measurements performed in [7] revealed that the inductive coupling
between phase 1 and 3 cannot be neglected. Therefore in Chapter 7 a more
precise method is used and explained for the calculation of the hf-current in
each phase.

3 As mentioned in Section 5.1 the capacitive coupling between phases in a cable
was neglected because it was precribed that the cable in the IEC motor test
circuit had screened phases. In this case only the capacitance between each
phase and ground (C;) is important. But in many industrial applications also
belted cables are used. In that case the capacitive coupling between phases is
also important and it is therefore necessary to investigated this further. This
will be discussed in Chapter 7.

14
Most of the incorrect assumptions were made because the Investigations were not fully
completed.
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4 The slope of the breakdown curves was varied to investigated the influence on
reignition and virtual current chopping. Recent measurements performed for
different contact materials in [5] resulted in the electric field strength as given
in Section 3.5 page 24. The slopes are now set to a constant value for each
contact material. This is discussed in Section 6.1.

5 The breakdown voltage reduction factor was set on a constant value. Further
research concerning the breakdown voltage reduction factor has proved that Q

has a different value for each contact material [2]. The reduction factor shows
also a current dependency [2]. For correct simulation of a VCB in the motor
test circuit these results have also to be incorporated in the simulation model.
This will be discussed in Chapter 8.

6 A proper simulation of the cable in the motor test circuit requires the use of
the telegraph-equations. In order to reduce complexity it was prefered to
simulate the cable with discrete network components, like coils and capacitors.
The cable is represented in the simulation model as aT-section [4] as shown in
Figure 5.2.

y

'f is travelling time of the cable15

Zo is the surge impedance

Figure 5.2: Representation of the cable.
't = cable length

le8
(5.3)

The correction factors fl and fc (equations 5.1 and 5.2) for the inductance and
capacitance of the cable are frequency dependent. For frequencies above 100
kHz they start to deviate from unity. Above a 500 kHz frequency the correcti
on factor fl tends to zero while fc tends to rise to a large value [4].

(5.4)

(5.5)

The advantage of the used simulation is its simplicity for calculation the hf
currents and because of this it saves an enormous amount of calculation time
[9]. The disadvantage is that the represention is not completely correct at very
high frequencies (above 500 kHz) because f. tends to go negative. To avoid
this from happening the corrections factors are set to unity in all simulations.
This is not strictly accurate but the consequences are limited due to the strong
damping of the cable. In this report the problem of cable simulation is not
solved, and further investigation on this subject is recommended.

15 The propagation speed of the wave through the cable Is approximately 1e8 m/s.
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6. THE PROBABILIlY OF REIGNITION

The primary aim of this report was to determine the chopping current and to make a
model of the chopping current for three contact materials; AgWC, CuCr and Cu. The
measurements are discussed in Chapter three and the results are discussed in chapter
four. To be able to calculate the probability of reignition in the IEC motor test circuit
the model of the chopping currents has to be implemented in the simulation program.

The chopping current is one parameter which has a direct influence on the maximum
of the TRV (see appendix 1). Therefore it influences the moment when the TRV
touches the breakdown curve (see Figure 2.3). Together with the slope of the
breakdown curve they are the most important interrupter parameters which determine
the probability of reignition.

In the next section possible influences on the two interrupter parameters are discus
sed. Section 6.2 will show plots of chopping currents and TRV-maximums. In Section
6.3 it is explained how the probability of reignition is calculated and the influence of
several circuit parameters on the probability of reignition are discussed, supported by
several plots.

6.1 Influences on the interrupter parameters

Appendix one shows that the chopping current has a great influence on the TRV. Cu
has in this case a chopping current of 23 A, CuCr 5 A and AgWC 2 A These values
are considerably larger than the results given in Chapter 4. These large chopping
currents are a result of placing a large capacitor directly over the VCB. A capacitor
of 2.2 p.F was placed between the points a and b in Figure 3.4. As mentioned in
Section 3.2 the voltage over a capacitor cannot vary as quickly as the spikes in the
arc-voltage which makes it more difficult for the arc to sustain, resulting in a larger
chopping current. In this case it resulted in a doubling of the chopping current in
comparison with the case when no capacitor was placed over the contacts. Investigati
ons performed in [3] confirm this.

Before futher results of influences on the chopping current are mentioned, a compari
son between the measuring circuit in Chapter three and the measuring circuit used by
Toshiba in Japan should be made. The measuring circuit used in Japan is shown in
Figure 6.1.

600 ilK

IOV
10 lIP

L.:....:J 1-2OA

VCB

10mH

In the test circuit shown in Figure 6.1
a supply voltage of 80 V was used
which is rather low compared with
the 220 V used in the circuit in Fi
gure 3.4, and certainly compared with
the system voltage a VCB is intended
to be operated at.

Figure 6.1: Test circuit used by Toshiba.
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The arc-voltage of about 14 V and specifically the spikes in the arc-voltage just before
chopping will be relatively large compared to the applied voltage of 80 V. Therefore
small changes in the chopping current just before chopping are more likely to occur.

As mentioned earlier a capacitance behind the VCB does affect the chopping current.
In the case of Figure 3.4 no capacitance is positioned behind the VCB only a parasitic
capacitance of 100 pF is present. The capacitance behind the VCB in the Japanese
test circuit is 50 nF. Due to its small value the influence on the chopping current will
be small, but if the influence is noticable it will always be an enlargement of the
chopping current.

Another parameter that affects the chopping current is the coil in series with the
VCB [3]. A large coil reduces the spikes in the arc-current resulting in a larger
lifetime of the arc and therefore causing a smaller chopping current. In the measure
ment scheme of Figure 3.4 the coil has a value of 16 mH at 42 A(rms) and at 20
A(rms) a value of 35 mH is used. In the Japanese test circuit a coil of 10 mH was
used to limit the current through the VCB to 20 A(rms). This is a considerably lower
value for the inductivity of the coil than in our case. Therefore in this case the small
coil used by Toshiba could result in a somewhat larger chopping current.

A comparison between the results of this report and those from article [11] is made
below. In the case of CuCr Toshiba measured an average value for the chopping cur
rent (Idl) of 3.5 A at a load current of 20 A(rms). With the measurement of Idl the
average chopping current for a peak value of 28 A can be estimated very accuratly.
This value is 3.15 A Thus for CuCr the measured chopping currents in this report are
lower in comparison to those measured by Toshiba. The influence of the capacitor
and coil shown in Figure 6.1 could be the cause for the small deviation.

For AgWC Toshiba has measured an average chopping current of 0.80 A using the
same load current. In this report for the same load current a value of 1.3 A was
measured. A cause for the deviation could be the moment of opening the switch and
the opening speed. The chopping current of 1.3 A was measured when opening the
switch before the maximum of the load current with an opening speed above 2 m/s.
In the measurement of Toshiba the VCB is opened at random with an opening speed
of about 1 m/s. Finally a possible difference in composition of AgWC or CuCr could
explain the deviation in chopping currents.

To summarize, the Japanese test circuit is more or less a worse case circuit for
measuring chopping currents due to the low voltage applied, (the capacitor of 50 nF)
and the low inductivity of the coil but on the other hand they used a lower opening
speed. Toshiba measured larger chopping currents for CuCr but for AgWC, signifi
cantly lower chopping currents were measured.

The question now is whether the parameters in the IEC motor test circuit influence
the chopping current. The capacitance over the VCB in the IEC motor test circuit
consist of the supply capacitance ~, and on the load side the cable-capacitance Ct.
The cable-capacitance is 33 nF at 100 m and rises to 330 nF in 1000 m cable length.

In [15] measurements have also been performed on the chopping current for various
parallel capacitances and serie inductances. It was found that the chopping current is
in the mentioned range slightly dependent on the parallel capacitance.
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The motor in the IEC motor test circuit is varied in our study in a wide range (200
1000 kVA). The corresponding values for the coil are always in the order of a few
decades of mHo With the measurement described in Chapter three lower values for
the coil in series with the VCB are used. In [15] is was also found that a larger
inductance could result in a somewhat lower chopping currents. Therefore in this case
the chopping currents will never be larger than the results outlined in Chapter three.

It appears that the chopping current does depend on the test circuit conditions, but
large deviations of the chopping current in the IEC motor test circuit due to capaci
tances or inductances are not expected.

The dielectric strength of the interrupter is described with an initial breakdown
voltage of 1000 V and a contact material dependent recovery speed (S). As mentio
ned in Section 3.5 the recovery speed depends on the electric field strength and the
speed of opening of the VCB. In [2] and [5] the recovery speed was determined by
frequently measuring the breakdown voltage a few hundreds microseconds after
opening the VCB when an initial value of the opening speed was known (= 2m/s).
This made it possible to calculate the so called dynamic electric field strength,
dynamic because the recovery speed was determined while the VCB was opened.

In [11] the static electric field was measured; the VCB was fixed at several gap
lengths, where at each gap length the breakdown voltage was measured. In the case
of Cu and CuCr the results deviated from the dynamic electrical field strengths;
higher values for the static electric field strengths were found.

In the simulation program the values for the dynamic electric field strengths are used
(see Section 3.5) because an initial opening speed of approximately 2 m/s is used and
because the electric field strengths correspond quite well with the results found by
Toshiba. Although an initial speed was used of 0.8 m/s the measured electric field
strengths are for AgWC 30 kV/mm (24 V/lJs) and for CuCr 50 kV/mm (40 V/lJs).
With the dynamic electric field strengths and an opening speed of 2 m/s the resultant
breakdown curves are obtained:

I contact material
I

DbO (V) ~ (kV/mm) S (V/lJs)

AgWC = 1000 36 72

CuCr =1000 66 132

Cu =1000 48 96

A smaller opening speed lowers the breakdown curve and a reignition is more
probable. The influence of the speed of opening is therefore investigated and the
results are described in the next chapter.

An initial comparison between the contact materials CuCr and AgWC result in the
conclusion that the chopping current of CuCr is, over a wide range, about three times
as large but the slope of the breakdown curve is about two times as large.
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6.2 The chopping current and TRV-maximum over a full period

When using a system voltage of 7.2 kV a 208 kVA motor provides a starting current
of 100 A Figure 6.2 shows the starting current and the phase voltage of the lEe
motor test circuit. The phase angle between the current and voltage is 78.5°. Figure
6.3 shows the chopping current as function of the moment of opening the switch for a
whole period of the load current. The chopping current around current zero at 10 ms
is enlarged in Figure 6.4. The chopping current only deviates from leO in a small range
around current zero. The range depends on the type of contact material.
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Figure 6.2: Load current and phase
voltage.

Figure 6.3: Chopping currrent over a
whole period.
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Figure 6.4: The chopping current around current zero.

The dashed line in Figure 6.4 represents the previously handled chopping current.
The area between the dashed lines and straight lines is the result of the improved
model for the chopping current.
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The sudden change in chopping current for Cu at 10.11 rns is due to the fact that
opening at 5 A will result in immediate chopping but opening on a larger value
causes chopping at the next current zero resulting in a chopping current of 7.8 A

Figure 6.5 shows the maximum of the TRV calculated with the simulation program.
All parameters are set to the prescribed values as given in Section 5.1. The maximum
of the TRV is plotted as per unit of the maximum of the phase voltage which has a
value of 7200/sqrt(3)*sqrt(2). The maximum voltage for Cu is 20.96 kV where CuCr
has a maximum of 15.29 kV and AgWC has a maximum of 14.44 kV.

Very close to current zero ego at about lOms, all contact materials have almost the
same chopping current resulting in an equal maximum of the TRV. Figure 6.2 shows
that when the current chops between 9 and 12 rns the system voltage will have a
value close to its negative maximum and therefore the maximum of the TRV is also
negative.
Chopping just after the current zero (between 10 and 10.11 rns) will result in a
negative maximum of the TRV. Opening after I cmin results in chopping at the next
current zero causing a positive maximum of the TRV.

The maximum of the TRV as a function of the time
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Figure 6.5: The TRY-maximums for the three contact materials.

Although the chopping current of CuCr is normally three times a large as the
chopping current of AgWC the maximum of the TRV is only 1.15 kV larger. In this
case the influence of the chopping current on the TRV is limited. But the TRV·
maximum of Cu does rise to a larger maximum. From this it can be concluded that
especially large chopping currents have significant influences on the maximum of the
TRV.
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6.3 The probability of reignition

A reignition will occur when the voltage over the contacts (TRY) becomes larger
than the breakdown voltage of the gap. This can happen when:

- the contact distance is small, so Ub(t) will be small;
- the TRV becomes very high.

The gap distance at current zero is determined by the moment of opening the VCB.
Opening the VCB far before current zero will not result in a reignition because the
gap will already have gained a high dielectric strength, large enough to withstand the
TRV. Opening at or around current zero causes the current to chop immediately or
after several microseconds resulting in a very small gap when the TRV rises to its
prospective maximum. In this case the recovery speed (S) plays an important role in
the probability of reignition.

How the probability of reignition is calculated in the simulation program can be
illustrated with the help of Figure 6.6. In this Figure the breakdown curve has a
recovery slope S. For the calculation of the probability of reignition, a reignition area
has first to be determined.

A

:~
: Temin

~ )
reignition area (Trg)

breakdown curve

~

/~
Tent :

UbO--..7

Figure 6.6: TRVand breakdown curve for determination of the reignition area.

The left boundary of the reignition area is obtained by constantly comparing the
voltage of the breakdown curve with the voltage of the TRV when opening the switch
continuously closer to the right boundary with a minimum step of 1 I-£S in the
simulations.
At a certain opening time called Tcrit the TRV will just not touch the breakdown
curve. Opening the switch left from Tcrit will therefore never result in a reignition and
the switch will interrupt the current correctly.
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The right boundary of the reignition area is determined by Tanin• Tcmin is the opening
time corresponding with the opening current Ianin (see Section 3.5). Opening just after
Tcmin will result in chopping at the next current zero and will never result in a
reignition. Why the right boundary of the reignition area is formed by Temin can be
explained by the following example:

Assume opening at natural current zero. H the opening results in a reignition
then there will always be a reignition when opening between natural current
zero and Tcmin due to the reasons:

1 Due to a larger chopping current the TRY will rise to a larger value.
2 Opening closer to Temin results in a larger momentary value for the

phase voltage at the instant of chopping.
3 In almost all cases opening after current zero results in an immediate

chopping (!J.~ is zero or has a very small value).

In the case of the IEC motor test circuit with its precribed parameters, a reignition
will always occur in the time-interval between Tcrit and Tanin which is called Trg- For
an interrupter in the IEC motor test circuit that opens at random in a 50 Hz three
phase network the probability of reignition can be calculated as follows:

p =
"

.., 3 (5.6)

Usually reignition leads to multiple reignitions. Whether reignition also leads to
virtual chopping depends on the circuit and interrupter parameters. This is investiga
ted and described in Chapter 10.

The aim of this report was not to determine the probability of reignition only for one
situation but for many situations. By varying several circuit parameters a good
impression can be obtained of the probability of reignition. During the variation of
some circuit parameters a remarkable result was found in the case of Cu. At small
cable lengths together with a small load current, sometimes reignition did not occur
in the reignition area. Figure 6.7 shows the actual reignition area in this case.

Prg - (2OOe-6 + ISOe-6) * 3 - O.IOS
100-3

Figure 6. 7: Reignition area of Cu for smaIl motors.

A small cable length results in a small cable-capacitance ~. A small motor is
represented with a large coil to reduce the load current. As mentioned in Section 2.2
the residual magnetic energy left in the coil after chopping causes the voltage over
the cable capacitance to rise to a large value. In this case, due a small capacitance
and a large coil, the voltage on the load side will rise with a large gradient to a large
value. This results in a large reignition area.
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But around current zero the chopping current decreases and therefore the maximum
of the TRV decreases very fast. This is also noticeable in Figure 6.5. Due to the
sudden decrease in the maximum of the TRV there is a probability that no reignition
will occur in an area close to current zero. Because of the small chopping currents of
AgWC and CuCr this situation does not occur for these two contact materials.

The following plots show the correct probability of reignition by varying one or two
circuit parameters in each case. The varied parameters are: motor power, cable
length and the speed of opening. The system voltage is 7.2 kV and the initial
breakdown voltage is 1000 V. All other circuit parameters have a value corresponding
to the IEC motor test circuit. The three varied parameters have the standard values:

motor power: 208 kVA (100 A)
cable length : 100 m
speed of opening: 2 mls

Figure 6.8 shows the probability on reignition as a function of the motor power.

The probability of reignition os 0 function of the motor power
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Figure 6.8: Prg as function of the motor power for the three contact materials.

The following remarks for Figure 6.8 can be made:
AgWC: When the motor power has a low value (the inductivity of the motor is large)

the frequency of the TRV will be low and therefore not causing reignition. An
increasing motor power causes a steeper TRV resulting in reignition but on
the other hand the right boundary of T is shifting towards natural current
zero with increasing motor power. There10re the variation in Prg is small for
large motors.
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CuCr: Due the larger recovery speed reignition only occurs for very large motors. The
Prg remains at a small value.

Cu: When the motor power is small the current will chop before current zero
causing a belly16 in the TRV (see also Figure 6.6). The beginning of Trg is in
most cases determined by the belly in the TRV. Due to the small load current
the left boundary lays far behind current zero causing a large Trg' Above 340
kVA the reignition area begins behind current zero and the decrease of P
stops. In this case again a balance between a smaller Tcmin and a steeper TR\J
is found. Therefore Prg stays around 2% for large motors.

Figure 6.9 shows the probability of reignition as a function of cable length. Since the
load current is constant the right boundary of the reignition area will also have a
constant value for each contact material.
In general a shorter cable length will result in a steeper TRV causing, for example in
the case of AgWC a reignition area at small cable lengths. Again due to the larger
recovery speed the Prg for CuCr is smaller and limited to shorter cables. For Cu, the
large Trg at the beginning is caused by the belly of the TRV. Beyond 115 m cable
lengths Trg starts behind current zero causing a constant descend of Trg with increa
sing cable length just like the other two contact materials. Also at 10 m cable length
for CuCr the reignition area starts before current zero causing an instant increase in
Prg'

The probability of reignition os a function of the cable length
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Figure 6. 9: Prg as function of the cable iength.

16 The belly in the TRV refers to the initial rise of the TRV In the same polarity as the arc
current.
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Figure 6.10 shows the probability of reignition as a function of the opening speed.
The reignition area increases to a large value when the speed of opening decreases
below 1 m/s. Since CuCr has the largest recovery slope its Prg will always be the
lowest. Due the large chopping current for Cu the Prg is again the largest. A decrease
from 2 to 1 mls has quite a large influence on the Prg for AgWC. This plot cleary
indicates that a large opening speed always reduces the probability of reignition.

The probability of reignition as a function of tne speed of opening
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Figure 6.10: Prg as function of the speed of opening of the VCB.

Figure 6.11 shows the probability of reignition as a function of the motor power for
different cable lengths in the case of AgWC. For AgWC the cable length plays an
important role. When the cable becomes larger the cable-capacitance will rise and
therefore the my will be less steep and less high. This results in a decreasing Prg

when the cable length becomes larger. In the case of a single cable length the Prg

increases with increasing motor power caused by a steeper my.

When the motor power decreases to 50 kYA with a cable of 20 meters the reignition
area suddenly increases very fast. In this case a smaller motor power does not lead to
a relevant decrease in the frequency of the my but due to a smaller load current
the value for Tcmin increases very fast because the starting current has decreased to 25
A(rms). This results in a sudden increase in the reignition area.
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Probobility of reignition: AgWC
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Figure 6.11: Prg as function of the motor power for various cable lengths.
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Figure 6.12: Prg as function of the motor power for various cable lengths.
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Figure 6.12 shows the probability of reignition as function of the motor power with
different cable lengths for CuCr. In this case reignition only occurs for cable lengths
between 20 and 100 meters. Normally the Prg is lower in comparison with AgWC. But
again for a small motor and short cable, the balance between a steeper TRV and a
lower value for Tcrnin is no longer present.

One can draw the following conlusions from the various plots:

A short cable has a small cable-capacitance. Therefore the TRV can be very
high and very steep. When using a longer cable these effects are reduced.

An increasing motor power causes a lower right boundary of the reignition
area. Due the lower inductivity of the coil representing the motor the TRV
will be steeper but due to the less residual magnetic energy in the motor the
TRV will be reduced. As Figure 6.11 shows, the steepness of the TRV is
dominant because P increases with larger motors. Only for small motors
together with small c~le lengths the right boundary of Trg can be dominant.

The speed of opening has the largest influence on the probability of reignition.
Lowering the speed of opening results in a significant increase of Prg" Therefo
re a large opening speed is recommended.

In almost all cases Cu has the largest probability of reignition due to the large
chopping current before current zero and the large value for Tcrnin in compari
son with the other two contact materials.

In almost all cases the Prg for CuCr is smaller than for AgWC. With various
cable lengths (Figure 6.9) and various motors (Figure 6.8) the differences in
Prg is in the order of 2%. The same differences are found comparing Figure
6.11 with Figure 6.12 for an equal cable length. When lowering the speed of
opening the differences are enlarged in favour of CuCr.

The chopping current has limited influence on the maximum of the TRV.
Therefore on the question of the probability of reignition it can be concluded
that a larger recovery speed is more important than a smaller chopping
current. Further investigations must be focussed on an enlargement of the
recovery speed.
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7. INDUCTIVE AND CAPACITIVE COUPLING BElWEEN PHASES

In chapter 5 the IEC motor test circuit was described. One of the components of the
circuit was a busbar and a cable. In this chapter the inductive coupling between the
rails of the busbar is investigated with both inductive and capacitive coupling between
phases in a cable.

As mentioned in Section 5.1, in earlier stages of the investigations it was not possible
to calculate the hf-currents in the adjacent phases without neglecting the inductive
coupling between all phases. Also the cable in the IEC motor test circuit had
screened phases which made it unneccessary to investigate the inductive and capaciti
ve coupling between phases in a cable.

Calculating the hf-currents in a numerical manner makes it possible to include all
possible inductive and capacitive coupling in the IEC motor test circuit. In Section 7.1
an introduction is given for the inductive coupling and in Section 7.2 capacitive
coupling is discussed. In Section 7.3 the method of calculation of the hf-currents is
outlined. In Section 7.4 and 7.5 the circuits for the hf-currents with differential equati
ons are explained. Finally in Section 7.6 the influences of both inductive and capaciti
ve coupling are investigated on the hf-current in each phase.

7.1 The inductive coupling in the IEC motor test circuit

Due to inductive coupling between two phases a current in one phase induces a
current in an adjacent phase. It is assumed that the inductive coupling has negligible
influence on low frequency currents like the 50 Hz load current. Therefore the
inductive coupling is only of importance when considering hf-currents. Figure 2.4
shows that the hf-currrent flows in a circuit composed of a capacitance ~, a busbar, a
VCB and capacitance Ck• Since the hf-current flows through the busbar the inductive
coupling between the rails of the busbar has to be investigated.

The rails of the busbar must have a length between 5 and 7 meters and the distance
between the rails has to be appropriate to the rated voltage. The busbar is presented
in the simulation program as an inductance 4us and a mutual inductance (M) repre
senting the inductive coupling between the rails. Depending on the length and
distance between the rails both inductances can vary in a certain range. The inductan
ce of a rail per meter length can be calculated with formula 7.1 [13].

where:

L = ~o (In 2a + .!.)
21t d 4

- L is the inductance of the rail [HIm]
- a is the average core distance between two conductors
- d is the diameter of a conductor

(7.1)

Assume that aId has a value of 100 or 1000. This results in a L value of 1.11 ~H/m

and 1.56 ~H/m respectively. It seems that varying aId over a wide range does not
result in significant changes in the inductivity of the "rail. Therefore L in the simulati
on program has a value of 1.2 ~H/m.
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For calculating the mutual inductance the following theoretical equation can be used:

where: - I is the busbar length (em);
- d is the distance between two rails (em);
- M is the mutual inductance (~H).

(7.2)

When using this equation it is assumed that the diameter of the rail is small compa
red to the distance between the rails [13]. In order to get an overview of the mutual
coupling between the rails in Figure 7.1 the mutual inductance is calculated as a
function of the busbar length and distance between the rails of the busbar.

14
12

8

4

14
12

8

4

1

I [m]
d [em]

Figure Zl: The mutual inductance as function of d and 1of the busbar.

The graph shows that the inductive coupling is always in the order of several ~H. In
the simulation program a length of 7 meter is chosen and a distance of 16 em is used
between two adjacent rails. This results in a inductive coupling of 5 ~H.

Figure 2.4 shows a single phase circuit for the hf-current. When Figure 2.4 is extended
to a three phase circuit the scheme can then be presented as in Figure 7.2. All three
phases of the circuit are identical but the inductive coupling between phase one and
three (M13) is smaller than the inductive coupling between phase one and two (M12)

because the distance between the outer rails is twice as large than the distance
between neighbouring rails.
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Figure Z2: A three phase scheme for the hf-cunents in the lEe motor
test circuit.

The capacitance ChC represents the capacitance Ct, on the source side of the VCB
together with the capacitance Ck on the load side of the VCB in the IEC motor test
circuit and is calculated as follows:

(7.3)

In the IEC motor test circuit a value of 40 nF is prescribed for the capacitance Ct,. In
practice this value varies with the number of feeders applied. The value of Ct, can
therefore increase to a large value (~F) but it will have little influence on the capaci
tance ChC because the capacitor Ct, is in series with the cable capcitance Ck• Ck has a
value of 33 nF when the cable length is 100 m. This results in the conclusion that
especially for short cables, shorter than 100 In, the capacitance~ is strongly determi
ned by C;.

The resistor RhC represents the damping of the hf-currents. In order to get an
indication of the damping, measurements were performed on a three phase busbar
system in the laboratory of the University of Technology in Eindhoven [7].

In the investigations in [7] it is was assumed that each rail had an equal damping,
inductance and hf-capacitance. In the measurements the rail had a length of 4.2 m
and the distance between two neighbouring phases was 14 em. A capacitance of 10 nF
was used to represent the capacitance ChC• This corresponds with a cable length of
about 40 m. The capacitance c;c of rail one was charged to several values in the
range of several kV's. Each time the resulting hf-currents in all phases were analysed.
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When analysing the top values of the hf-currents it was found that a value of 2 n for
Rhf represented the damping correctly. This was verified using a simulation program
for simulation of the measurements.
Values for the mutual inductances were found by analysing the frequency spectrum of
the hf-currents. With the frequencies found the mutual inductance could be determi
ned in an analytical manner. The ratio between M13 and M12 was determined as 0.75.
It was also found that formula 7.2 was quite accurate in calculating the mutual
inductance.

The inductance 4c represents various inductances in the IEC motor test circuit and
can be expressed as:

where: ~us is the busbar inductance (1.2 J,LH/m);
~1 is the parasitic inductance (2 J,LH);
~2 is the parasitic inductance (5 J,LH);
~ is the cable inductance (0.3 J,LH/m).

(7.4)

The contribution of the cable inductance to the hf-inductance is limited to half of the
total cable inductance because the cable in the IEC motor test circuit is represented
as an T-section in the simulation program (see Figure 5.2).

When using belted cables the inductive coupling between phases is taken into account
because now in the cable the phases are also inductively coupled. It is quite difficult
to estimate a value for M in a cable because M depends on the cable length and the
configuration of the cable. It is expected that the inductive coupling between the
phases in a cable will have a large value due to the small distance between the phases
but on the other hand the hf-currents will not flow to earth or neigbouring phases at
the end of the cable. Therefore it makes no sense calculating M for the whole length
of a cable. For correct simulation of the inductive coupling in a cable it is neccessary
to adjust the representation of the cable.

As also mentioned in section 5.2 the representation of the cable (T-section) is not
completely correct for high frequencies. For lower frequencies the representiation of
the cable is correct.

A correct model for the cable for high frequencies is not presented in this report. The
influence of the inductive coupling on the hf-currents is roughly investigated by
adding the inductive coupling between the phases in a cable to the inductive coupling
between the rails. By varying the inductive coupling over a wide range it is possible to
get an impression of the influence on the induced hf-currents in the adjacent phases.
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In section 73 a model for the hf-currents is described. The model is correct for a
screened cable and also for small inductive and capacitive coupling between phases
e.g. for small cable lengths. A more correct model for the hf-currents in a belted
cable should be composed of several T-sections or .--sections. Figure 7.3 shows an
example of a representation for the hf-phenomena in a belted cable.

Lk' Rhf' U' Rhf' R3

MW IM12 T Cc' M13 . 1M12 . T Cc'
Cc' Cc'

U' Rhf' Lk' Rhf' 33

IM23
'

T CC' IM23 T Cc'

U' Rhf' U' Rhf'

T T

Figure 7.3: A more accurate scheme for the representation ofa belted cable.

where: ~' is the cable inductance per section;
Cit' is the cable capacitance per section;
Mxy' is the mutual inductance between phase x and y per section;
Cxy' is the capacitance between phase x and y per section;
Rhc' represents the damping per section.

The scheme shows a combination of two T-sections. For long cables the number of T
sections should be extended. Further research on this subject is performed in [16].
In [16] the simulations of a circuit with a belted cable, which was represented by
several T-sections, corresponded quite well with the measurements performed on an
identical circuit.
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7.2 Capacitive coupling in the cable of the IEC motor test circuit

In the prescribed screened cable of the IEC motor test circuit capacitive coupling
between the phases is not present because the metallized screen is magneticly
conductive. It has therefore only a capacitance between each phase and the metalli
zed screen which is connected to the shield. In this case also the inductive coupling
between the phases in the cable is not present. In the case of a belted cable both
inductive and capacitive coupling are present. The capacitive coupling between the
phases can be expressed as a capacitance between the phases. Figure 7.4 shows the
differences between a screened and a belted cable and the capacitances present in
each cable.

metallized screen

L---l1-----'''''- c 0 nd u c tor --#--+----..1
-If----l,-\--- insu 1a tor

-++-- pac king ---+-+-

sheath

&
CC~R S T
Cc CcCk~ Ck

T I J::::or::

Figure Z4: Capacitances in a screened and belted cable.

Capacitance c; per meter can be calculated with formula 7.5.

where: permittance of vacuum;
relative permittance;
diameter of the metallized screen;
diameter of the conductor.

(7.5)

The capacitance Ck is usually of the order of a few hundred pF per meter.
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For calculating the cable capacitance Cc per meter formula 7.6 can be used.

Where: a:
r:

is the core distance between two conductors;
is the radius of a conductor.

(7.6)

It seems that the capacitance between the phases is roughly a factor 2 until 5 smaller
than c; depending of the configuration of the cable. Therefore it can be assumed that
the capacitive coupling between phases is only influential for currents with hi~h

frequencies. By adding capacitances Cc between the phases in the hf-circuit in Figure
7.2 it is possible to get an impression of the influence of capacitive coupling on hf
currents. But again like inductive coupling, adding a capacitor Cc between the rails of
the busbar is a rough approach of the capacitive coupling between phases. For a more
accurate simulation of the cable the hf-circuit in Figure 7.3 is more suitable.

The value used in the simulation program for CIc is 330 pF per meter. Due to the
various cable configurations and various cable lengths is in Chapter 10 the capacitor
Cc varied over a wide range of values.

7:3 The Nodal Matrix Admittance method

After interruption of the 50 Hz load current the TRY can rise to a large value, larger
than the breakdown voltage thereby causing a reignition. Due the reignition the
following currents will flow through the YCB:

the 50 Hz load current (iso) flowing through the load;
a medium frequency transient due the inrush phenomena of the load current;
the hf-current flowing through the hf-circuit (Figure 2.4).

Figure 7.5 shows a single phase scheme with the three currents. The medium
frequency current and the 50 Hz load current are flowing through the load. For
calculation of these two currents refer to [4].

ul

Ls Lbus Lb2 1hLk L

R

Figure 7.5: Single phase scheme for all currents fll?wing through the VCB.
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The high frequency current after a reignition is caused by the voltage difference over
capacitor ~ and capacitor 4. The circuit of the hf-current does not differ from
Figure 2.4. It is assumed that for high frequencies the impedance of the motor is
much higher than the characteristic impedance of the cable. Therefore it is reasona
ble to assume that the whole hf-current will flow through the cable capacitance.

As mentioned in the preface of this chapter the calculation of the hf-currents and hf
voltages must be done in an nummerical manner. The method often used is the
Nodal Matrix Admittance (N.M.A) method. This is also the principle E.M.T.P.15
uses [14].
This method divides a circuit into a number of nodal points where each component
between two points ego a coil, a capacitor or a resistor is described with the trapezium
rule in order to approch the differential equation.
When using this method the current through each component depends on the voltages
on the nodal points of the component and it depends on the value of the current
which previously flowed through the component.

In the following paragraphs the formulas used for some discrete circuit elements are
described. Each time a component is placed between two voltages Uk and Urn and the
current which flows through the component is expressed in terms of the nodal volta
ges and if necessary also in the current which previously flowed through the compo
nent

1 A resistor.
In case of a resistor there is a lineair relation between current and voltage.
According to Ohms law the following equation can be formed:

ibn R
•

+ +

ibc
1 (7.7)

u t u = -[ut(t) -u.(t)]
m R

Figure Z6: Definition of a resistor.

The current in this case is only determined by the voltages on the nodal points.

15
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2 A capacitor.
For a capacitor the following equation is valid:

c

+

u.

Figure 7. 7.. Definition of a capacitor.

Integrating equation 7.8 leads to:

uj:(t) - u",(t) = ~ fotiknt(t)dt + uj:(O) - u",(O) (7.9)

Integrating from a previous time (t-At), instead of zero, the equation becomes:

uj:(t) - u",(t) = l. r t
iknt(t)dt + uj:(t-At) - u.(t-At) (7.10)

C Jt-At

For transformation of a non-lineair equation to a lineair equation the trapezi
um rule is used:

r t
f(t)dt = .!.At [f(t-At)+f(t)]

Jt- At 2
(7.11)

Applying the trapezium rule to 7.10 leads to:

uj:(t) - u.(t} = At [iknt(t) + ibl(t-At)] + uj:(t-At) - u",(t-At) (7.12)
2C

Rewriting formula 7.12 results in the final equation:

ibrl(t) = 2C [uj:(t) - u",(t)] - ibrl(t-At) - 2C [uj:(t-At)-u.(t-At)] (7.13)
At At

In this case the current is determined by the two nodal voltages and the
current which previously flowed through the capacitor together with the old
nodal point voltages.
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3 An inductance.
For an inductance the following equation is valid:

ikm. L

• -+ +
di (7.14)UI; - U = L----!:!!!

.. dt
uk u m

Figure Z8: Definition of an inductance.

Integration of the current ikm results in:

.!. ('(UI; - u,)dt = i"",(t) - i"",(O)
LJo

Integration over a small interval b. t results in:

i"",(t) = i"",(t-b. t) + .!. (' (UI; - u,,)tIt
LJ'-At

Again the trapezium rule is very useful for linearisation of the equation:

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

Also in this case the current is determined by the past and present voltages
and currents.

4 A mutual inductance.
The mutual inductance between two phases has a direct influence on the
induced hf-current in an adjacent phase. Therefore it can have a great influen
ce on virtual current chopping. The principle is more or less the same as for an
inductance.

The following equation can be written for one phase:

(7.18)
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it • Lll.... -+ +
ul i2 • L22 u4....

+ +
u2 i3 • L33 uS....
.t~ oo[

-
Figure 7.9: Definition of a mutual inductance.

By integrating the equation over an interval a t results in:

(7.19)

When using the trapezium rule the equation changes into:

(7.20)

The other two phases can be described with the same type of equations. By
combining the three equations the following matrix can be drawn up:

with:

L11 Mu M13

M21 ~ M23

M31 M32 ~3

(7.21)

(7.22)
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(7.23)

(7.24)

Also in this case the current in each phase is described by voltages from the
present and past on the nodal points and currents from the past in each phase.

The circuit of the hf-currents consists of several components. The current through
each component can be described by the equations given above. Applying the
Kirchhoffs law many unkown currents can be eliminated. From the resulting formulas
an admittance matrix can be composed as in formula 7.21. The matrix characterises
the network and is of course time independent.

The unknown voltages and currents to be calculated are gathered in a vector ~.

Finally a vector 12 is defined which is a mixture of voltages and currents on a previous
time step. The principle of the Nodal Matrix Admittance method can be expressed
using the following formula:

A.I=ll (7.25)

To summarize, the new values for voltages and currents (~) in a network are calcula
ted from the old values for the voltages and currents (h) using the admittance matrix
A This is performed successively for very small time intervals. When the time interval
is small enough ego 40 ns, the hf-currents and hf-voltages are calculated very accurate
ly. The accuracy is in this case much higher when using an analytical manner for
calculation of the voltages and currents. More details can be found in [9].

When calculating the hf-currents and hf-voltages two situations can be distinguished:

1 The situation where in each phase a hf-current flows, this happens during an
arcing time after a reignition.

2 The situation where in one phase the hf-current is interrupted and in the two
adjacent phases the hf-current continuous to flow.

In the next two sections each situation is described.
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7.4 High frequency currents and voltages during arcing

The scheme used for calculating of the hf-currents and voltages is composed of the
scheme in Figure 7.2 in Section 7.1 together with capacitors between the phases
representing the capacitive coupling. In figure 7.2 capacitance Chf represents the
capacitances c" and Ck• But due to the added capacitieve coupling it is neccessary to
separate c" and ~ again in order to achieve a correct three phases scheme for the
hf-currents. The resulting scheme is shown in Figure 7.10.

VI

ici

Cl

C3

DO

C6 C5 C4

Figure 7.10: The hf-scheme used during hf-arcing in all phases.

Where: CI'<;'~ are the capacitance c" for each phase;
C4,Cs,C6 are the capacitance Ck for each phase;
C12,Cn,C13 represent the capacitance coupling between phases;
~,~,~, are the hf-inductance;
M12,MI3,M23 represent the inductive coupling between phases;
R1,R2,R3, represent the demping of each phase.

The voltages VI until V 9 represent the voltages on the concerning nodal point in
comparison to the ground voltage Vo-

The hf-current in phase one is initiated by the voltage Vt over the capacitor Ct. And
the voltage V 7 over C4• The difference between those two voltages is the voltage over
the gap of the VCB when the TRV touches the breakdown curve causing therefore a
reignition.
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When the reignition is the fust after opening the switch then currents and all voltages
are zero except of course for U1 and U7• Otherwise the currents and voltages in the
adjacent phases (phase two and three) can have an initial value left from the previous
recovery period (tr). The initial conditions for an arcing period are:

Ul(O) = Ula
U2(O) = U2a
U3(O) = U3a
U4(O) = 0
U5(O) = U5a
U6(O) = U6a
U7(O) = U7a
U8(O) = U8a
U9(O) = U9a

ill(O) = -ic1 = 0
i12(O) = -ic2 = I2a
il3(O) = -ic3 = I3a
i4(O) = 0
i5(O) = I5a
i6(O) = I6a
i7(O) = 0
i8(O) = 0
i9(O) = I9a
ilO(O) = 0
ill(O) = IlIa
i12(O) = Il2a

The derived equations for all currents in Figure 7.10 are given in appendix four.
After deriving the equation Kirchhoffs law has to be applied to the nine nodal points.
This results in the following equations:

1: icl + ill = 0
2: ic2 + i12 = 0
3: ic3 + i13 = 0

4: ill = i4
5: il2 = i5
6: i13 = i6

7: i4 = i7 + i8 + ilO
8: i5 + i7 = i9 + ill
9: i6 + i8 + i9 = i12

In appendix four the equations for each nodal point are worked out. After substituti
on the currents ill, i12, and i13 remained together with the voltages on each nodal
point. The result is a matrix A, a vector X and a vector h. Matrix A represents the
whole network and is given in appendix D page 9. Vector X consists of the following
variables:

x[l] = Ul
x[2] = U2
x[3] = U3
x[4] = U4
x[5] = U5
x[6] = U6

x[7] = U7
x[8] = U8
x[9] = U9
x[lO] = ill
x[ll] = i12
x[12] = il3

Thus for each time step these variables are directly calculated from the 'old' values of
all currents and voltages. As mentioned previously vector 12 is a mixture of all voltages
and currents and is also given in appendix D page 8.

When the hf-current in phase one is interrupted a whole new situation arises. The
mutual inductances M12 and M13 are no longer present. The capacitances between the
phases remain in the scheme for the hf-current. In order to reduce the complexibility
a new scheme is designed with new values for the capacitances Cn, Cs, C6 and new
current values for ill and i12• For the new scheme is a whole new matrix A with
vectors X and 12 composed. The new vectors use ~ initial values the currents and
voltages on the moment when the current in phase one is interrupted.
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U2r = U2(ta)
U3r = U3(ta)
U5r = U5(ta)
U6r = U6(ta)
U8r = U8(ta)
U9r = U9(ta)

I2r = il2(ta)
I3r = i13(ta)
I5r = i5(ta)
I6r = i6(ta)
I9r = i9(ta)

il2r = ir(ta)-i8(ta)
i11r = ir(ta)-i9(ta)

The remaining voltages over C1 and C4 on the moment of current interruption are
used for calculating the TRV again.
With these initial values for the voltages on the nodal points and currents trough each
component a new recovery period starts.

7.5 High frequency currents and voltages during recovery

Due to the interruption of the hf-current in one phase the hf-scheme in Figure 7.10
should be adjusted. The hf-currents in the adjacent phases will continue to flow with
capacitive coupling between the phases but whithout inductive coupling with phase
one. To reduce complexibility is the scheme with the three capacitances between the
phases and the three cable capacitances reduced to a scheme with one capacitance
between phase two and three and two cable capacitances. Figure 7.11 shows the
transformation.

R--./ --------::=_8

TIT

s

CSrC6r

T

_ITC4CSC6

T

s

Figure Zll: Load side scheme for the recovery period.

Where:

(7.26)

(7.27)

(7.28)
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For the new hf-scheme is a new matrix C composed with vectors ~ and .d. The valid
scheme for this situation is given in Figure 7.12.

U2 iL2 L2 US is
R2 US

ic2 L3 {M23
U3 iL3 U6 i6

ic3 ill
C2

C3
C6 CS

UO

Figure Z12: The hf-scheme for the recovery period.

The new vectors use as initial values the voltages and currents on the actual moment
when the current in phase one is interrupted.

U2(O) = U2r
U3(O) = U3r
U5(O) = U5r
U6(O) = U6r
U8(O) = U8r
U9(O) = U9r

i12(O) = I2r
i13(O) = I3r
is(0) = ISr
i6(O) = I6r
i9(O) = I9r
i1I(O) = I1Ir
i12(O) = I12r

The derived equations for all currents in Figure 7.11 are given in appendix five. Also
in this case Kirchhoffs law has to be applied to the six nodal points. This results in
the following equations:

1: ic2 + il2 = 0
2: ic3 + i13 = 0
3: il2 = is

4:
5:
6:

i13 = i6
is = i9 + ill
i6 + i9 = i2

In appendix five the equations for each nodal point are solved which results in a
matrix C with vectors ~ and !l:

C].=d (7.29)
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Vector): consists of the following variables:

y[l] = U2
y[2] = U3
y[3] = US
y[4] = U6
y[S] = U8
y[6] = U9

y[7] = i12
y[8] = i13

Also in this case are the variables in vector): calculated from the 'old' currents and
voltages in vector g.

When the TRV again becomes larger than the breakdown voltage there will be a
reignition again resulting in a hf-current in phase one. The recovery period has ended
and an arcing period starts as described in the previous section. The initial conditions
for phase two and three are determined by the remaining voltages on the four nodal
points and by the remaining currents in the scheme of Figure 7.11.

U2a = U2(tr)
U3a = U3(tr)
USa = US(tr)
U6a = U6(tr)

I2a = i12(tr)
I3a = i13(tr)
I5a = i5(tr)
I6a = i6(tr)
I9a = i9(tr)
Illa= ill(tr)
Il2a= il2(tr)

Due to passing the initial values for each arcing or recovery period is it possible to
calculate the hf-currents and hf-voltages for many reignitions.

7.6 The influence of inductive and capacitive coupling on the high
frequency currents

In this section an initial investigation is performed to analyse the influence of both
inductive and capacitive coupling on the hf-currents. The investigations are performed
with the scheme in Figure 7.10 in section 7.4 for the mc motor test circuit. The
source side capacitances CI , c; and ~ have a value of 40 nF where the capacitances
C4, Cs, C6 have a value of 33 nF (100 m). All hf-inductances have values of 30.4
",HI6

• The resistors have a value of 1 ohm. The voltage Ul is -7200jsqrt(3)*sqr(2) and
the voltage U7 is 6000 V.

Figure 7.13 and 7.14 show the hf-currents in each phase for a inductive coupling of 1
",H and S ",H. Comparing the hf-currents results in the conclusion that a larger M
causes the hf-current to rise quickly to its maximum and the earlier the maximum is
reached, the larger the maximum will be. A low inductive coupling results in a slow
increase in maximums of the induced hf-current in adjacent phases. This gives the
damping in phase one the opportunity to decrease the hf-current with the result that
the induced hf-current in the adjacent phase will never reach a large maximum.

16 ~ = t..... + I."I + ~ + LJ2 = 7·1.2 J1H + 5 J1H + 2 J1H + 30/2 J1H = 30.4 J1H
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Figure 7.13: The hi-currents with low
inductive and capacitive coupling.

Figure 7.14: The hi-current with larger
inductive coupling.
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Figure 7.13 was made with a capacitance
between the phases of 100 pF. Therefore
the capacitive coupling had no influence.
But when the capacitive coupling rises
there will be an influence. Figure 7.15
shows therefore the hf-current in each
phase with a capacitive coupling of 50 nF
and with a mutul coupling of 1 ~H.

In this case are capacitances between the
phases larger than the capacitances be
tween each phase and sheath.
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sing maximums of the hf-currents and
also the induced hf-currents will reach
their maximums faster.
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Figure ZI5: The hf-currents with a large
capacitive coupling.
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Appendix six shows the influence of damping together with inductive or capacitive
coupling on the hf-currents. The first plot shows the ratio between the maximum of
the induced hf-current and the maximum of the initial hf-current. The ratio is plotted
against damping for several values of inductive coupling.
The plot shows an increasing value for the ratio when the inductive coupling increases
or when the damping decreases. In most cases is the ratio lower than 0.7. Only when
Rhf becomes less than 1 n then the ratio between the hf-currents rises to unity.

The second plot shows the same ratio as a function of the damping but in this case
the capacitive coupling is varied. The mutual coupling is set to 1 #-£H. Again the ratio
decreases with increasing damping. But when increasing the capacitive coupling
something remarkable was found.
When the capacitances between the phases are relative low in comparison with the
capacitances between the phases and sheath then the capacitive coupling has little
influence on the hf-currents. Increasing the phase to phase capacitance can result in a
somewhat larger induced hf-current.

But when the phase to phase capacitance
had a value close to the phase to sheath
capacitance then the increase in amplitue
of the induced hf-currents was suddenly
verys small. Figure 7.16 shows the initial
hf-current in phase R and the induced hf-
current in phase S when the capacitances
between the phases have a value of 1 oF.
Comparing the induced hf-current with
the induced hf-current in Figure 7.13
results in the conclusion that the
hf-current has in this case, with larger
capacitances between the phases, a lower
maximum. Therefore in appendix 6 the

eo
graph of 1 oF has a lower ratio then the
graph of 100 pF for various damping.
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A further increase of the capacitances be-
· . . . . .. tween the phases makes the initial hf-cur-
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: : : : : :: ging the induced hf-current.
100 ••••• ~ ......~...... ~•••••• ~ ..... ~ ..... : ••••••~..... Thus the capacitive coupling can either

3: · . . . . .. enlarge or lower the induced hf-current.
Therefore to give an answer on the ques
tion of the influence of the capacitive
coupling on the hf-currents one must

· . . . . .. know the ratio between the two defined
.... ~ ......~......~ ..... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~..... capacitances, in other words one must be

: : : : : :: aware of the cable configuration. In a
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cIS. li . dmIte .
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8. THE IDGH FREQUENCY INTERRUPTION CAPABILTIY

In Section 2.4 the high frequency phenomena of VCB's were discussed. It was mentio
ned that after every hf-current zero the voltage over the switch tended to rise to the
voltage UcO which is the difference between the voltage over ~ and Ct (see Figure
2.4). Due the parasitic capacitance Cp it will reach the value UcO with an oscillation
(UHF-TRY). When the maximum of the UHF-TRV exceeds the momentary value of
the breakdown voltage a new half period of hf-current will flow through the VCB.

The maximum of the UHF-TRV is influenced by the overschoot factor. The over
schoot factor lies between one and two and depends on the damping of the circuit.
Measurements performed in [2] resulted in an average overschoot factor of 1.7.
The momentary value of the cold breakdown voltage is reduced by the 'breakdown
voltage reduction factor' Q as explained in Section 2.4. In [2] measurements have been
performed in order to determine the material dependency and current dependency of
Q.

In Section 8.1 the determination of Q for the three contact materials is discussed and
the results together with some conclusions are given. The model for the breakdown
voltage reduction factor is explained in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 discusses the influence
of the breakdown voltage reduction factor on the hf-currents.

8.1 Determination of the breakdown voltage reduction factor

In [2] four types of hf-reignitions are distinguished. A hf-reignition is defined as one
half cycle of hf-arcing. The distinction between the different types is made due the
time that has elapsed between the previous hf-current zero (if present) and the start
of the actual hf-reignition. The types are defined in the following order:

type 1:

type 2:

type 3:

This hf-reignition occurs when the TRV touches the breakdown
curve. It could also start a relatively long time (delay > 5#-,s)
after previous arcing. In all cases, this is the first hf-reignition of
a series and considered to be a dielectric reignition. In Figure 2.5
the first half cycle of hf-arcing is a type 1 reignition. As menti
oned before, it is assumed that for this type of reignition there
will be no influence of the preceding hf-current.

This hf-reignition starts immediately (delay < IOns) after the
previous hf-reignition due a low « 800Y) level of breakdown
voltage. Therefore the breakdown voltage reduction factor is
close to zero and the UHF-TRV will immediately exceed the
momentary value of the reduced breakdown curve. It is conside
red to be a thermal reignition.

This hf-reignition starts very short (20ns < delay < lOOns) after
the previous hf-reignition at a high level (> 2kY) of breakdown
voltage, therefore the breakdown voltage reduction factor is close
to unity. It is also considered to be a dielectric reignition. The
second and third hf-reignitions iii Figure 2.5 are of type 3.
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type 4: This hf-reignition starts a relatively long time (200ns < delay <
3Jjs) after the previous hf-reignition, at a moderate level of
breakdown voltage. Essential for this type is that the maximum
of UHF-TRV has occured prior to the (lower) voltage at which
this reignition starts, thus it is not a dielectric reignition. It is not
a thermal reignition either because at the moment of reignition
there is a certain voltage across the gap. It is a delayed reignition
for which the breakdown voltage reduction factor is not defined.

In [2] it was concluded that type 4 reignitions only have a small influence on the hf
current interruption. Therefore a type 4 reignition will not be further discussed.

The measurements in [2] concerned the measurement of the maximum voltage that
the UHF-TRV reaches in each hf-current zero. This is the point where the UHF
TRV exceeds the momentary value of the breakdown curve, in other words, Ur is
measured. Also the maximum of the preceding hf-current was measured. This is
performed for different kinds of contact materials.

Next the breakdown voltage reduction factor was calculated by dividing Ur by the
value of the recovery curve Ub(t). Thus a was determined for every preceding
maximum of the hf-current. In this way the current dependency of a was found.

For the measurements performed in [2] the following conclusions were obtained:

Continuation of hf-arcing after breakdown of the gap is mostly observed in two
different manners:
thermal: one further hf-current half sine ('a hf-reignition') without any

perceptible rise of voltage ( < l00Y) of the UHF-TRV
dielectric: a hf-reignition appears when a certain voltage level is reached by

the UHF-TRV (5 - 15kY)

The breakdown reduction factor is either very close to zero (for which thermal
reignitions result) or close to one (for which dielectric reignitions appear),
depending on the preceding hf-current amplitude. Below about 60 A, most
reignitions are of the dielectric type for all contact materials; the UHF-TRV
can reach a large value (kY). For (very) large currents the hf-reignitions are
thermally dominant; the maximum the UHF-TRV reaches is very small.

For Cu and CuCr, about 90% of the hf-reignitions are of the type 3; a
UHF-TRV will always appear over the contacts of the VCB. For these
contact materials a has a large value over a wide range of the amplitu
de of the hf-current.

For AgWC above a certain threshold value of the maximum of the hf-current
the hf-reignitions are of the type 2. Below the threshold value the reignitions
are dielectrically dominant, where a has a value close to 1.
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For type 2 and 3 hf-reignitions the hf-current interruption is determined
by the competition between the availble UHF-TRY (Um) and the
reignition voltage Ur Since the latter is proportional to the breakdown
voltage Ub(t), the important conclusion can be drawn that materials that
show good dielectric strength are also successful in interrupting hf
currents.

All these conclusions are combined and used as basis for a model for the breakdown
voltage reduction factor where the following two important parameters are used:

- ao : the average breakdown voltage reduction factor for dielectric reignitions
(type 3);

-~: the hf-current amplitude for which 50% of the reignitions are thermal.

As mentioned earlier the number of thermal reignitions increases for a larger
preceding hf-current amplitude. To describe this in a model, an equivalent thermal
reduction current ith was defined. In Table 8.1 the following values for ao en ith were
found for the three contact materials.

Tabel 8.1: Measured values for a and i th

II AgWC I CuCr I Cu I

EB 0.72 0.79 0.92

Ith 72 >150 >130

As mentioned earlier is this section a o is determined by dividing Ur by the value of
breakdown voltage Ub(t). The latter was at that time not accurately measured.
Therefore the values for a o in Table 8.1 are inaccurate. The numbers do show that ao
has a large value close to unity. More accurate values for ao are at this time not
available. Therefore it is important to vary the value of ao within a certain range to
investigate the influence of a on for example, virtual current chopping.
Also important is the value of ith• In the case of AgWC this value is assumed to be
quite accurate. But in the case of Cu or CuCr these values are minimum values
because larger values for the hf-currents were not measured.
Therefore in the model discussed in the next section ~h for those two materials is set
at 200 A for the final simulations (Chapter 10) because below 150 A the dielectric
reignitions were absolutely dominant.
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8.2 The high frequency interruption model

The thermal and dielectric hf-reignition behaviour have to be integrated into one
model. Therefore the high frequency interrupting behaviour should be described by
an effective value of the breakdown voltage reduction factor that includes:

- thermal reignitions (type 2) where a is low
- current dependence of the breakdown voltage reduction factor
- dielectric reignitions (type 3) where a is large

n is assumed that if the maximum of the hf-current (i.) exceeds ith, there is always a
thermal reignition and when i. is smaller than ~, there will a dielectric reignition. A
simple description of the relevant phenomena can then be given by the following
equation:

a=O
(8.1)

The reignition voltage Dr can now be written as:

UT = aOUb i1 < ith

U = 0
T

Together with the interruption criterion:

Um < U
T

(8.2)

(8.3)

this is integrated in the model, which is shown in Figure 8.1. The hf-current amplitude
preceding a current zero is plotted on the horizontal axis (indicated with triangles).
The prospective value of Urn is also plotted for each current zero.

(8.4)

Formula 8.4 shows that Urn is linearly dependent on i•. The situation is plotted for a
breakdown of the gap at a voltage Ub = 10kV. The reignition voltage Ur from (8.2) is
plotted for ao = 0.8 and ith = 80A The hf-current starts with 130A, indicated with '1'.
As long as the interruption criterion (8.3) is not met, in other words if Urn > Ur> a
reignition will occur. The first six reignitions ('1' to '6') are thermal, because i. > ith•

They are followed by two dielectric reignitions ('7' and '8'). The last reignition for this
case ('8') is indicated by a arrow in at the point where the interruption criterion (8.3)
is about to be met. So for this case, the existence of 6 thermal reignitions has no
influence on the hf-arcing duration.

The situation with a lower value of ~h (40A, Ur indicated with a dotted line) is also
plotted. The plot shows that all reignitions ('1' to '14') are thermal because i. > ith•

After the 14th reignition the interruption criterion is met, so no dielectric reignitions
follow. It is clear that in the latter case the overall duration of the hf-arcing period is
longer than in the case of ~b = 80A
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Figure 8.1: The simulation modeL

From the above, two regimes can be identified:

- Dielectrically dominated: thermal reignitions can go before dielectric reigniti
ons, which appear at the end of the hf-arcing. (example of ith =80A in Figure
8.1). Interruption criterion: Um < QOUb; Q can be considered as a constant.

- Thermally dominated: only thermal reignitions are present, allowing Um to
decrease below the value QOUb because U r is kept at zero during the total hf
arcing period (example of ith =40A). Interruption criterion: Um < Q(if)Ub; now
the current dependence of the reduction factor should be taken into account.

Figure 8.1 shows the voltage U r has the form of a block; it has the value aa·Ub when
if is smaller than ith and it has the value zero for if larger than ith•

This is also the way that the model is implemented in the simulation program. But in
practice the transition between the two states will be much smoother.
The reason for not adjusting the model to make the transition more smooth is
because it does not really matter that Qo or ~ have precise values, as long as the
values lie in the proper value range.
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8.3 The influence of ex on the high frequency current

To investigate the influence of Q on the probability of virtual chopping several plots
are shown in Chapter 10. In these graphs the probability of reignition together with
the probability of virtual chopping as a function of several circuit parameters are
plotted.

The motivation for carrying out the investigations is because Toshiba has proposed to
reduce Q in order to make low surge VCBs.

A low value for Q or ~h has a large influence on the duration of the arcing time of the
hf-current. A low value for ith results in a long arcing time because the hf-current can
only be interrupted when the maximum of its value has been reduced due to damping
below ith•

A low value for Qo (e.g. 0.1) will reduce the breakdown voltage to such a low value
that the UHF-TRV after each hf-current zero will easily exceed the momentary
breakdown voltage. It will take a large number of periods of hf-current before the
UHF-TRV has decreased below the reduced breakdown voltage to interrupt the hf
current.

When considering the previous two statements it is easy to imagine that a large ith or
a large Q (or both) will result in a larger probability of hf-current interruption and
therefore the arcing times can be considerably shorter.

When a VCB has a long arcing time after reignition it has also the opportunity to
gain during the arcing time a large dielectric strength. It is therefore less probable
that the TRV, after interruption of the hf-current, will again touch the breakdown
curve. On the other hand due to the larger arcing time has the 50 Hz load current the
oppertunity to rise and therefore after interruption of the hf-current more energy is
left in the motor causing a larger TRV. The conclusion one can draw is that a lower
value for Qo or ith reduced the number of reignitions.

But it must be noted that less reignitions is no guarantee for a much lower maximum
of the TRV, because the second reignition for a VCB with a low Q can occur around
the same moment as e.g the third of fourth reignition for a VCB with a large Q. Only
when it is certain that a second reignition cannot occur then it can be assumed that
the overvoltage caused is low in comparison to a VCB with a large Q.

H Q has a very low value « 0.1) it is possible that the maximum of the hf-current
decreases due to damping below a very low value without being interrupted. The
duration of the hf-arcing period is large, giving the 50 Hz load current which starts to
flow after a reignition, the possibility to attain a value of several amperes thereby
lifting the hf-current. H the hf-current is lifted in such a way that there is no longer a
hf-current zero, then interruption of the hf-current can no longer occur. The current
will continue to flow to the next 50 Hz current zero where the current is interrupted
correctly. This phenomena is called interruption failure (IF). Despite failing to
interrupt the hf-current in a current zero it produces the lowest overvoltage because
there was only one reignition.
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H manufactures are able to make a very close to zero « < 0.1) then the problem of
overvoltages would no longer be a concern. Since this is not yet the case one still has
to consider the overvoltages caused by multiple reignitions or virtual current chop
ping.
Overvoltages due to multiple reignitions can be severe but an overvoltage due to
virtual current chopping is always unacceptably high.

As the number of reignitions increase the maximum of the hf-currents also increases
because each time the TRV touches the breakdown curve on a larger voltage. This
can easily lead to the assumption that a VCB with a low a has lower hf-currents but
again a possible second reignition can touch the breakdown curve at a considerable
voltage. So in the case of a Iowa, the probability of a smaller hf-current in the
interrupted phase is larger than in the case of a larger a.

An increase in hf-current in the interrupted phase also leads to an increase in the
induced hf-current in the adjacent phases. A low hf-interruption capability could
therefore result in a lower induced hf-current. When considering this one is tempted
to assume that the probability of virtual current chopping is reduced.
But one must bear in mind that the induced hf-current is not solely dependent on the
hf-current in the interrupted phase. The inductive and capacitive coupling together
with the damping also playa very important role for the induced hf-currents.

As shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15 the increase in the maximum of the hf-currents is
larger with a large inductive or capacitive coupling. But the increase in the maximum
of the induced hf-current will stop almost immediately when the hf-current in the
initial phase is interrupted. In the case of a VCB with a large a it can often happen
that the hf-current is interrupted very quickly and therefore the induced hf-current
will never reach its prospective maximum.

To summarize, a low a can cause a lower maximum of the induced current but a
large a can result in the induced current not reaching its prospective maximum.
Therefore the role of the circuit must be investigated.
When using a circuit with a large mutual or capacitive coupling the induced hf
current will rise quickly to its maximum. A low a could in this case be an advantage
because the maximum will not be so high. The opposite happens when the mutual
coupling is normal or very low; in the case of a low a the induced current will have
the time to rise to its maximum, where a large a could prevent this from happening.

The damping in the circuit has also influence on the duration of the arcing time. A
low damping has little affect on the hf-current in the interrupted phase causing the hf
current to stay at a large value for a long time. When a is low (e.g. 0.1) the induced
hf-current will reach almost an equal maximum. Again a large a would prevent this
from happening. A large damping results in a fast decrease of the initial hf-current
resulting in the induced hf-currents not reaching their maximum values. But in this
case the advantage for using a low a is no longer present. When the initial hf-current
decreases quickly it will also be interrupted in a short time therefore causing multiple
reignitions.
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The four plots shown in Figure 8.2 give an example of hf-currents in phase R and S
for a=0.1 and a=0.9. The contact material is AgWC, the cable length is 40 m and
the motor power is 208 kW (100 A starting current). The mutual coupling is 2.5 JJH
and the capacitive coupling is negligible with a capacitance of 1pF. The damping is
one ohm and the VCB is in both cases opened at the natural current zero. After
about sixty JJS the first reignition appers.
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Figwe 8.2: The hf-currents in phase RandS for a equ~ 0.1 and 0.9.
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The larger arcing time for a = 0.1 is clearly visible in the first plot. The number of
reignitions is not restricted to one. This makes it possible after each reignition for the
hf-current to rise to a large value. Mer the third reignition this causes the induced
hf-current in phase S to reach current zero. In practical situations this will cause
virtual current chopping. To prevent more than one reigntion a further decrease of a
is absolutely necessary.

The second two plots show the hf-current through a VCB where a=0.9. The hf
current in the initial phase is interrupted rapidly but in this case even an a of 0.9
cannot prevent the rise of the induced hf-current in phase S to a large value. Therefo
re virtual current chopping does occur. But if the inductive coupling is made smaller
then virtual current chopping would not occur for an a of 0.9.

From the plots it can be concluded that in many situations it does not matter what
values for a are used. For both a large and a low value for a multiple reignitions will
appear and the induced hf-currents will reach their maximum. In these cases therefo
re its not so critical which value for a is used. But when increasing the damping or
decreasing the mutual coupling a virtual current chopping is more likely to occur
when a has a low value. This is due to the fact that the induced hf-current at the
fourth reignition are larger for a is 0.1 in comparison to a is 0.9.

To investigate if this conclusion is valid several circuit parameters are varied over a
wide range for three values of a (0.1, 0.5 and 0.9) in further simulations given in
chapter 10.

When the influence of the breakdown voltage reduction factor is analysed the values
of ao and ith are set back to the predefined values. Then final plots are made for the
probability of reignition and the probability of virtual chopping as function of several
circuit parameters in the IEC-circuit.
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9. INTERRUPTION MODES

In the previous chapters some aspects to improve the simulation of a VCB in the mc
moter test circuit were discussed. A distinction between contact materials was made
due to different chopping currents and different breakdown curves. Therefore the
probability of reignition could be calculated as a function of several circuit parame
ters. Secondly the investigations were focussed on the high frequency current flowing
after a reignition. Due to all changes it is now possible to simulate the behaviour of a
VCB for various contact materials when switching off a stalled or starting motor in
'. ..vanous crrCUlts.

When opening the switch in the simulation program on a arbitrary moment the
current will be interrupted and the simulation program can end in four types of
interruption modes. The interruption mode the simulation program ends in depends
on the moment of opening the switch as well as both circuit and interruption
parameters. In the next section the four interruption modes are discussed. In section
9.2 the calculation of the probability of virtual chopping is discussed.

9.1 The four interruption modes

Figure 9.1 shows the four interruption modes. For each mode the voltage over the
gap (mV) is plotted together with the hf-current in the concerning phase and a hf
current in an adjacent phase. The next paragraphs give a short description of each
interruption mode.

1: In the first simulation the mv after interruption of the load current is not large
enough to exceed the breakdown voltage of the gap. Therefore a reignition will
not take place and the load current is interrupted correctly. This mode is called
mode 4 and will occur in most cases when the switch is randomly opened.

2: In the second simulation the mv exceeds the breakdown voltage. After inter
ruption of the hf-current the mv again exceeds the breakdown voltage. This
process is repeated several times. Due to an increasing hf-current in the jnitial
phase the induced hf-currents in the adjacent phases will also increase. Finally the
induced hf-current reaches such a large value that it causes a current zero in the
concerning phase. When the current in this phase is interrupted it is called virtual
current chopping. This mode is called mode 3 and will cause the highest overvol
tages (see Section 2.4).

3: The third simulation is also an example of multiple reignitions. But due to the
relative steep breakdown curve the number of reignitions are limited and therefo
re the maximum of the mv is also limited. The induced current in the adjacent
phase is not large enough to force a current zero. This mode is called mode 2.
The overvoltages of the mv can be quite large but will always be lower than in
mode 3.
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4: In the fourth and last simulation the high frequency current after a reignition is
not interrupted. This happens when the a VCB has a very low breakdown voltage
reduction factor (Q). As discussed in the previous section the duration of the
arcing time of the hf-current is quite long. This gives the 50Hz load current, which
also starts to flow after a reignition, the oppurtunity to lift the hf-current with the
result that there is no longer a hf-current zero. Therefore the hf-current coupled
with increasing 50 Hz load current will not be interrupted at this natural current
zero but continues to flow to the next 50 Hz natural current zero where it is inter
rupted correctly. This mode is called mode 1 which causes the lowest overvoltage.

9.2 The calculation of the probability of virtual current chopping

From the four interruption modes, modes 2 and 3 (multiple reignitions and virtual
current chopping) cause the largest overvoltages. Therefore it is important to know
the probability of each overvoltage, where special attention is given to virtual current
chopping.

Before the probability of virtual current chopping can be calculated the probability of
reignition has first to be calculated. As mentioned before the reignition area is deter
mined by a left boundary Tcrit and a right boundary Tcmin (see Section 6.3). The total
length of the reignition area is often no more than a few decades of a #-,s. The largest
part of the reignition area for AgWC lies in most cases around natural current zero
but for CuCr it mostly lies behind natural current zero.

The reignition area can consist of three interruption modes: mode 1 (IF), mode 2
(MR) and mode 3 (VCC). Mode 1 only occurs for the contact material AgWC with
an Q, values less than 0.1. Thus in almost all cases the reignition area consists only of
mode 2 and 3. To determine the probability of each mode occurlng in the reignition
area the VCB is continuously opened. The VCB was opened starting at the left
boundary Tcrit towards the right boundatry Tcmin in steps of 1 #-,s. Every time the VCB
was opened there was a whole simulation of the VCB in the IEC motor test circuit
and finally the interruption mode was registered. Figure 9.2 shows examples of the
reignition area divided in multiple reignitions and virtual current chopping.

The examples concern the contact materials AgWC and CuCr in the IEC motor test
circuit. The cable length is shortened to 40 m. The first two areas of virtual chopping
are obtained for a high frequency interruption capability of 0.1 and for the last two
areas an Q of 0.9 was used.

For AgWC the reignition area and the area of virtual chopping starts before current
zero. The virtual chopping current area Tva: sometimes consists of two separated
areas. In this case opening the VCB shortly after current zero does not result in a
virtual current chopping.
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For CuCr both areas start behind the natural current zero. Once the virtual current
chopping area has started it will always continue to the right boundary Tcmin.

In this case a large a results in a smaller area of VCC for both contact materials.
When comparing the two contact materials CuCr has a significantly lower area for
virtual current chopping due to the larger recovery slope of the breakdown curve.

The reignition area varies with a number of circuit parmeters causing the reignition
area to start either before of after current zero. The length of virtual chopping area
varies also but in the case of CuCr and for most cases of AgWC, Tva: will always lie
directly to Tcmin.

Trg (CuCr)

Tcmin

1

~=O.9

D Multiple reignitions

I[:[:t::::::::::::::::ll Virtual current chopping

•
time [~s]

Figure 9.2:Reignition areas and virtual chopping areas for AgWC and CuCr for two
different values of a (high frequency interruption capability).

Each time is the probability of reignition and virtual current chopping calculated with
the next two formulas.

p =
Trg

... 3rg 10 IllS

P =
I:Tl'CC ... 3

l'CC 10 IllS

(9.1)

(9.2)
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motor power 208 kVA

opening speed 2 m/s

cable length 100m

busbar length 7m

rail distance 16 em

Cl2 1 pF

en 1 pF

Cn 1 pF

R1 2n

R2 2n

R3 2n
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10. THE PROBABILTIY OF VIRTUAL CURRENT CHOPPING

In this chapter the influence of several circuit parameters and interrupter parameters
is investigated on the probability of reignition (Prg) and probability of virtual current
chopping (P\ICC).

10.1. The standard circuit parameters and interrupter parameters

Table 10.1: Circuit parameters. The first five plots only concern the contacts materi
als AgWC and CuCr. For Cu is the P\ICC not calcula
ted because of two reasons. First due to its large
reignition areas it takes a very large calculation time
on a 40486 processor (33 MHz) to calculate P\ICC.

Secondly modem VCBs do not use Cu any more as
a contact material. When one or more circuit or
interrupter parameters are varied then the other
parameters have a constant value corresponding to
the IEC motor test circuit or with the model of the
chopping current as outlined in Chapter four. To
summarize all parameters Table 10.1 shows the
circuit parameters belonging to the IEC motor test
ciroit where Table 10.2 shows the parameters of the
three contact materials. The values as given in the
two tables are the standard values used when calcu
lating Prg and P\ICC. With a cable length of 100 m is
the hf-inductance 30.4 J£H and the phase-to-ground
capacitance 33 nF. With the given busbar parame
ters is the inductive coupling between two neigbou-
ring rails 5 J£H and between two outer rails 3.75 J£H.

Table 10.2: Intenupter parameters.

I parameter I AgWC CuCr Cu

IlpC 0.9 A 2.75 A 7.8 A

Icc OA lA 3A

Icmin 0.9 A 2.75 A 5A

DbO 1000 V 1000 V 1000 V

E., 36 kV/mm 66 kV/mm 48 kV/mm

S 72 V/J£s 132 V/J£s 96 V/J£s

ith 72A 200 A 200 A

Qo 0.72 0.8 0.9

The values for the slopes of the recovery curves are only correct for a speed of
opening of 2 m/s. If more than one parameter is varied then it is indicated in the
plot. In all plots is the graph of Prg indicated with a • and an interrupted line. In the
first five plots is the influence of Q investigated on the P\ICC and therefore in these
plots is ith set to zero!
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10.2. The influence of u on the probability of virtual current chopping
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Figure 10.1 The probability of reignition and virtual current chopping as a function of
Q and the cable length in the lEe motor test circuit.

In Figure 10.1 is the cable length varied. Just like Figure 6.9 showed the Prg increases
with shorter cable lengths due to a steeper TRV.
In case of AgWC it seems that Q has little influence on Pvcc when the cable is longer
than 30 m. Most reignitions result in virtual current chopping. For shorter cable
lengths Pvcc decreases when Q equals 0.9. The same effect is noticeable for CuCr at 20
m. The TRV is in those cases very steep resulting in many reignitions for both contact
materials. The reignitions are followed with an increasing hf-current causing virtual
current chopping if the initial hf-current is not interrupted quickly. An Q of 0.9
establishes this preventing thereby the induced hf-current to reach its prospective
maximum. Comparing the two plots results in the conclusion that Q has for most cable
length little influence on the PVCC" An increasing Prg also results in an increasing PVCC'
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Figure 10.2: The probability of reignition and virtual current chopping as a function of
a and the motor power in the lEe motor test circuit.

Figure 10.2 shows Piland Pva: as function of the motor power and a. Since only CuCr
and AgWC are consIdered Figure 10.2 is an enlargement of Figure 6.8. The steeper
TRY for increasing motor power results in an increase of Prg for larger motors. In
case of CuCr reignition takes place for motors larger than 620 kYA The current will
then be about 300 A Due this large value virtual current chopping does not occur.

The same reason explains why there is no virtual current chopping for Agwe for
motors above 620 kYA Only when a equals 0.1 or 0.5 a small Pva: is present between
200 and 620 kYA Therefore offers a large a again an advantage in comparison with
a Iowa.

These plots clearly indicate that a large recovery speed and/or an a of 0.9 can
prevent virtual current chopping.
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Figure 10.3: The probability of reignition and virtual current chopping as a function of
a: and the speed ofopening in the lEe motor test circuit.

To investigate also the influence of the speed of opening on Pvee the speed of opening
is varied between 0.6 and 3 mls for a motor of 400 kVA connected to a cable of 100
meter.

Both plots show a significant increase in PIi for decreasing speed of opening because
the speed of opening has a direct influence on the recovery speed of the breakdown
voltage.
Due to the large current flowing (200 A) the Pvee is limited to some percent for both
contact materials when the speed of opening is above 1 m/s. These plots agree on a
number of points with the previous plots, because for an equal a: the Pvee is considera
bly lower for CuCr in comparison with AgWC. Also results an increase in a: in a
decrease in Pvee'
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Figure 10.4: The probability of reignition and virtual current chopping as a function of
a and the inductive coupling in the lEe motor test circuit.

The next parameter which is varied in the mc motor test circuit is the inductive
coupling between phases. Varying the inductive coupling has no influence on the
probability of reignition which stays therefore on a constant value. In oder to receive
a certain reignition area the cable is shortened to 50 m. For both contact materials an
increase of the inductive coupling upto 5 I-£H result in a larger PVCC.

Remarkably is the sudden decrease for a equals 0.5 and 0.9 for both contact materials
around 6 I-£H. When the inductive coupling becomes stronger, the induced hf-currents
also increase but due their increase in value they also affect the initial hf-current.
Often this results in a faster decrease of the initial hf-current. This could explain the
sudden decrease in PVCC.

In case of AgWC a reignition will always result in an virtual current chopping when
the inductive coupling is larger than 9 I-£H. For CuCr Pvcc stays below 0.4% when the
inductive coupling is smaller than 17 uH. Above 17 I-£H inceases Pvcc to PiT With such
a large inductive coupling it takes only a few reignition to cause virtual current
chopping.
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Figure 10.5: The probability of reignition and virtual current chopping as a function of
a and the capacitive coupling.

Figure 10.5 shows the probability of reignition and the probability of virtual current
chopping as function of the capacitive coupling for a (belted) cable length of 50 m.
All capacitances between the phases are varied while the capacitances between phase
and ground remain on a contstant value of 16.6 oF. The Prg is not affected by the
capacitive coupling and stays therefore on the same value as in Figure 10.4. The
inductive coupling between two neighbouring phases is set back again to 5 I-'H.
Both plots show that the influence of the capacitive coupling is neglectable as long as
the capacitances between the phases are significant lower in comparison to the
capacitances between phases and ground. As the differences between the two defined
capacitances becomes smaller then both plots show a sudden decrease in the Pva:' In
this case the rise in amplitude of the induced hf-current is very small causing a
sudden decrease in Pva:' A further increase in capacitances between phases results in
an increase of initial hf-current causing an increase in maximum of the induced hf
currents. Therefore the Pva: increases again causing for AgWC a virtual current
chopping for almost every reignition.
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10.3. The probability of virtual current chopping in the lEe motor test
circuit

In Figure 10.6 and the next two plots all parameters receive their initial values (thus
including a and ith). In the plots only one circuit parameter varied to analyse the
behaviour of a VCB in the mc motor test circuit.
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Figure 10.6: The probability of reignition and virtual current chopping as a function of
the cable length in the lEe motor test circuit.

The plots of Figure 10.6 give a clear indication what happens when the cable length is
varied in the mc motor test circuit. As expected both the probability of reignition
and the probability of virtual current chopping rise when using shorter cable lengths.
The plots show that the contact materials AgWC and CuCr are quite some improve
ment in comparison to Cu (the vertical axis has a different scale). For AgWC does
almost every reignition result in a virtual current chopping. In case of CuCr there is a
relative large difference between the Prg and the P~. From the plots it can be
concluded that manufactures should try to make VCBs with a larger recovery speed
in order to limit the probability of virtual current chopping even more.
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Figure 10.7: The probability of reignition and virtual cun-ent chopping as a function of
the motor power in the lEe motor test circuit.

The upper plot of Figure 10.7 is almost identical as a combination of the two plots in
Figure 10.2. The reignition areas have the same value and due the large current
virtual current chopping only occurs below 600 kVA For AgWC the Pva: is decreased
because a has been increased to 0.7 when the amplitude of the hf-current decreases
below 72 A

The contact material Cu again shows the largest probability of reignition and probabi
lity of virtual current chopping (the vertical axis has a different scale). Due to the
large chopping current increases the reignition area with decreasing motor power.
The result is also a larger Pva: due the decreasing load current.
It is remarkable that for Cu virtual current chopping does not occur for motor powers
above 320 kVA This illustrates the importance of an'large recovery speed and a large
a.
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Figure 10.8: The probability of reignition and virtual current chopping as a function of
the speed of opening in the lEe motor test circuit.

Figure 10.8 shows again the influence of the speed of opening but now it concerns the
208 kVA motor to achieve a starting current of 100 A. As expected the probability of
reignition and probability of virtual current chopping increase with decreasing speed
of opening. Due to the smaller motor power used as in Figure 10.3 a reignition results
in almost all cases in a virtual current chopping. This is clearly visible in the graphs of
CuCr and AgWc. The contact material Cu does not show such a tendency because it
has a clear difference between Prg and Pva:.
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11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter the conclusions are summarized of the investigations performed and
recommendations are mentioned for further research.

11.1. CONCLUSIONS

• The chopping current shows little dependency on the test circuit conditions. With
the circuit presented in Figure 3.4 it was possible to obtain insight into the
behaviour of the chopping current. An empirical model is presented that gives the
actual chopping current for contact separation near or below the chopping current
level at small gaplengths. For 50 Hz load current values that are in the order of
the mc testing circuit range (100 A), only a small residual arcing time can be
observed. For much smaller currents however, the reduction of chopping current at
small gaplengths can be significant.
The average chopping current for long arcing times has the following values:

AgWC: 0.9 A
CuCr: 2.7 A
Cu: 7.8 A

• The contact material CuCr compared to AgWC has the disadvantage of a 3 times
larger chopping current, but when considering the recovery characteristics it has
the advantage of an almost twice as large a slope of the recovery curve. In table
10.2 the parameters of the contact materials are summarized.

• In the IEC motor test circuit the chopping current has only a limited influence on
the maximum of the TRV. When considering a smaller probability of reignition it
was found that a larger recovery speed has a greater influence than a smaller
chopping current. This is outlined in section 6.3.

• The equivalent circuit of the hf-circuit as described in Chapter seven (Figure 7.10)
is correct when using a screened cable or a short belted cable in the IEC motor
test circuit. With the Nodal Admittance Method it was possible to include all
inductive and capacitive couplings between phases which made it possible to
calculate the hf-current in each phase in a correct manner.

• The breakdown voltage of the gap at a hf-current zero is reduced with respect to
the extrapolated cold breakdown voltage due to hf-arcing. This is included in the
model with a breakdown voltage reduction factor (a) which is either very close to
zero or close to one depending on the preceding hf-current amplitude (see Figure
8.1).

• A larger cable in the mc motor test circuit limits the steepness of the TRVand
decreases therefore the probability of reignition and virtual current chopping. The
influence of the hf-current interruption ability (expressed by the parameter a) on
the probability of virtual current chopping is limited to very short cable lengths
where a good hf-current interruption ability has a clear advantage over a bad one
(see Figure 10.1).
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• Varying the motor power affects the value of the load current and determines
therefore the right boundary of the reignition area. An increasing motor power
results in a lower right boundary but on the other hand the steepness of the TRV
increases. The latter one is dominant and causes an increase in the probability of
reignition with increasing motor power, whereas the former one reduces the
reignition probability (see Figure 10.2).
In the IEC motor test circuit virtual current chopping does not occur for large
motors due to the large value of the load current.

• The speed of opening the VCB has the largest influence on the probabilitiy of
reignition and virtual current chopping. Both probabilities increase significantly
with decreasing speed of opening (see Figure 10.3). A large interruption ability
shows the least increase in the probability of virtual current chopping.

• Generally a larger inductive coupling increases the probability of virtual current
chopping. For small inductive coupling the probability of virtual current chopping
has a capricious course but enlarging the inductive coupling above 9 JJH for
AgWC and 18 JJH for CuCr results in a virtual current chopping for every reigniti
on (see Figure 10.4).

• The capacitive coupling between phases has no influence when the capacitance
between phases has a significant lower value than the capacitance between phase
and ground. When the phase-to-phase capacitance has a value close to the phase
to-ground capacitance then the probability of virtual current chopping suddenly
decreases to a low value. A phase-to-phase capacitance equal or larger than the
phase-to-ground capacitance enlarges the initial hf-current causing a larger
probability of virtual current chopping. Depending on the configuration of the
cable, the capacitance between the phases has quite a lower value than the phase
to-ground capacitance in most cases and will therefore have a limited influence on
the probability of virtual current chopping. Therefore the induced hf-currents in
the adjacent phases are mainly caused by the inductive coupling.

• In many simulations the high frequency interruption capability has a limited
influence on the probability of virtual current chopping. Due to the damping in the
circuit the initial hf-current decreases in a short time to a low value causing a
relatively fast interruption. On the whole a large high frequency interruption
capability results in a lower probability of virtual current chopping; the induced hf
current in the adjacent phases does not have the opportunity to rise to its prospec
tive maximum-

• When comparing the three contact materials it can be concluded that the contact
materials AgWC and CuCr are a large improvement with respect to the previously
used contact material Cu. With respect to the "normal" chopping overvoltage, it is
clear that AgWC is a better choise for overvoltage reduction. Comparing CuCr
with AgWC with respect to their overvoltage generation abiltiy it can be concluded
that in the IEC motor test circuit in almost all cases CuCr has a lower probability
of reignition and a lower probability of virtual current chopping. Lowering the
speed of opening will result in an enlargement of the differences in favour of
CuCr. For these reasons it can be concluded that a larger recovery speed is more
important than a lower chopping current.
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11.2. RECOMMENDATIONS

• In order to reduce the probability of reignition and virtual current chopping
significantly it is necessary to focus further investigations on an enlargement of the
recovery speed of the breakdown voltage. An enlargement of the recovery speed is
attained with an enlargement of the high frequency interruption capability thereby
again lowering the probability of virtual current chopping. A low a can only result
in lower probability of virtual current chopping when it has a value far below 0.1.
It is questionable if manufactures are able to make a VCB with such a low value
of the high frequency interruption capability parameter.

• The mc motor test circuit is not a worst case test circuit; the cable in the circuit
should be shortened to a value of 40 m which also corresponds better to practical
applications. Also the choise of a screened cable is not the most unfavourable one;
in belted cables the phase-to-phase coupling is stronger, thus increasing the
probability of virtual current chopping. To achieve a further standarisation of
testing, a minimum speed of opening of switches should be prescribed.

• For a more accurate simulation of a VCB in the IEC motor test circuit it is
necessary to improve the model of the cable. A model consisting of several T
sections will give more accurate results.

• As for the moment, this study only gives insight into the probability of reignition
and virtual current chopping. The severity of the overvoltages however, depends
both on risetime and overvoltage level. For virtual current chopping it is clear that
it should be avoided anyhow, but voltage escalation may be unharmful in cases
where longer cables or larger capacitances are in use. A detailed study of the
nature of the overvoltages as a function of the circuit maybe necessary.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A. Examples of chopping currents and overvoltages
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Appendix B. Equipment used

HV-probe

current
. transformer

capacitor
charger

function
generator

oscilloscope
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Tektronix P6015 probe, attenuation ratio 1000:1 (variable by about
9%), input resistance 100Mn (±3%), input capacitance approx.
3pF, maximum input voltage 20kV (DC or RMS) 40kV (pulse,
maximum duty factor 10%, maximum pulse duration O.ls), band
pass DC to 75MHz (-3dB), rise time approx. 4.67ns, temperature
range -l00C to 55°C, length of interconnecting cable 10ft.

Pearson Electronics, Inc. model no.110, output O.lV/A (reduced to
half by 50n termination), maximum peak current 5,000A, rise time
2Ons, ITmax 0.5Asec, maximum RMS current 65A, approx. 3dB pt.
1Hz (low) 20MHz (high)

N.V. Diode Utrecht, Hoogspannings Condensatorlader serieno.2,
in: 220V/50Hz uit: D-20kV/DC/100mA, TUE registration EH533
PS09

Wavetek Triggered VCG model 112, serial no. 086442, Wavetek
San Diego California, TOE registration EH 398 GF01

LeCROY 9310/14M Digital Oscilloscope, bandwidth (-3 dB):50n
DC coupling: 300 MHz, IMn DC:DC to 250 MHz typical at the
probe tip, input impedance 1 Mn / /15 pF and 50 n ± 1%, sensitivi
ty 2 mV/div to 5 V/div, vertical expansion up to 5 times, Maxi
mum input voltage 250 V (DC + peak AC S 10 kHz) at 1 Mn, ±5
V DC (500 mW) or 5 V RMS at 50 n, time base 1 ns/div to 1000
s/div, one AD-converter per channel, 8-bit flash, sampling rate up
to 100 megasamples/sec for transients signals simultaneously on all
4 channels, aperture uncertainty ± 10 ps, memory 50K per channel.



Appendix C. Flowdiagram of the simulation program.

Initiate

APPENDIXC

N

Terminate

counter = counter + 1

recoverytime = Rec Time

write recovery results to screen

N
I-----·<-------<c

~----->1 break = TRUE ~>

ArcingInitialCond

tbegin = tbegin + recoverytime

arcingtime = Arc Time

write arcing results to screen

~---->~ break = TRUE ~>

N

RecoverInitialCond

tbegin = tbegin + arcingt~me

'---------------<---_.....
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I Initiate I
I

open output files

Setstandard

Glob Const-
FindCritOptime

top = Topen

Determine_Ichop

Global InitialCond

Plotvalues

NormalOvervoltage

writedata

I Setstandard

I
I

page II

give independent circuit parameters an initial value

give independent VCB parameters an initial value

Glob Cond

calculate all circuit parameters
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Findcritoptime

top = 1500 J.l.s

<---------------------,

Determine_Iehop

to = 0

t1 = 0

~~J~__>jto = to + l~S~~

toueh = false

>1 touch = TRUE 1
t1 = t1 + 1J.1.s

to = to - 1J.1.s

N
<----~T'

to = to + 1J.1.s

>

toper = "-tbeginerit + touehmin

tbeginerit = to + tez

n-=::::-~>

top=tbeginerit

>
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Determine Ichop

2.75A

V/us

>

0.9A

Ius

'--------->

Icc = 3A; slope = 124V/us

Icc = 0; slope = 66V

~----> Ilpe = 7.8A; Iemin = 5A

~~--> Ilpe = 2.75A; Iemin =

N Icc = 1A; slope = 216

'----------------> Ilpe = 0.9A; Iemin =

Iopen = Iamp*sin(om*top) < ....L...- <

~~-->1 Iehop=Iehopmax; top=top-10ms ~>

J >IIehoP=Iopen!->

> IIehop=Iopen ~>

Iehop = Iehopeurrent N

Icc = -Icc

Iehop = Iehopeurrent

'---------->-----"'""'T'"-.<--'--------<---------....

tez = Iehop/(Iamp*om)

touehmin = Iemin/(Iamp*om)
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I Ic:hopc:urrent I
I

lcO = lchopmax lcO = formula 4.2

lchop = formula 4.3

I Global_Initialcond I
I

give voltages an initial value

give currents an initial value

give counters an initial value

give timers an initial value

break = FALSE

max-pass = FALSE

counter = 0

tbegin = 0

Plotvalues

set everything for graphic output

Writedata

write all ciruit and VCB parameters
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Ree Time

t = 0

....-------->

Us = Usr(t)

ut = Utr(t)

utrv = Us - ut

Ubr = Ubrdwn(tbegin+t)

write voltages in array

t = t + IJ.Ls

< .1...- _

N

~---> Usmax = Iusl

tsmax = t+tbegin

n-~--->~ maxpass = TRUE r>

~---> utmax = Iutl

ttmax = t+tbegin

~----> Ubmax = Iutrvl

tbmax = t+tbegin

J

<---<-:-

Reo Time = t - 1.5J.Ls
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oltages = 0

urrents = 0

urrents = 0

oltages = 0

onst

ec

rc

Arcinqlnitialcond

UsOa = Usr(recoverytime)

utOa = Utr(recoverytime)

UlOa = UsOa - UtOa

IsOa = Isr(recoverytime)

ItOa = Itr(recoverytime)

tr = 0

1
J

arcingtime = 0 >

-.... arc hf c-N
arc hf v-

>
rec hf c-

tr = tr + dthf rec hf v- -
D Vector Matrix C

Calculate Y Matrix_a

Increment Y Matrix R-

1
J

< tr < recoverytime

NT
arc hf currents = rec hf currents- - -
arc_hf_voltages = rec_hf_voltages
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Matrix Const

calculate constants used in the two matrices

Matrix Arc

fill matrix A with constants used during arcing

Matrix Rec

fill matrix C with constants used during arcing

B Vector

fill vector B with arc hf currents and arc_hf_voltages

D Vector

fill vector D with rec hf_currents and rec_hf_voltages

Calculate X

calculate arc hf currents and arc_hf_voltages

Calculate Y

calculate rec hf currents and rec_hf_voltages

I Increment X I
I

old arc hf_currents = new arc hf currents- --

I Increment Y I
I
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Arc Time

t = 0 ; thfcz = 0

hfreign = FALSE

r------------>
B Vector

Calculate X

Increment X

t = t + dthf

If2new = I2l(t+tbegin) + arc hf current 2

If3new = I3l(t+tbegin) + arc hf current 3

Search VCC

thfcz = t

Si = (Ihflnew-Ihflold)jdthf

~---> thfcz = t - O.5*dthf

N

-----> mode = 1

a = Brkdwn volt reduction- -
Ubrhf=a*Ubrdwn(thfcz+tbegin)

Uhfl = fp * arc_hf_voltage_l

N

I hfreign = FALSE

'------<-----'
J

N
>]->---1 Arc Time = thfcz I

~--'>

<-----r-.<--<:::..-

Iflold = Iflnew
If20ld = If2new
If30ld = If3new

J
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I RecoverlnitialCond I
I

IsOr = Isa(arcingtime)

ItOr = Ita (arcingtime)

UsOr = Usa (arcingtime)

UtOr = Uta (arcingtime)

rec hf currents = arc hf currents- -
rec_hf_voltages = arc_hf_voltages

voltage on supply side of the VCB during recovery

voltage on load side of the VCB during recovery

source current in fase 1 during recovery

load current in fase 1 during recovery

voltage on supply side of the VCB during arcing
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Search vee

J
>

N N mode = 3

fase = S

< <

J
>

N N mode = 3

fase = T

< <

Brkdwn volt reduction

Ihfl max = arc hf current max 1- --

0=:>-->--""

N
Brkdwn volt reduction = 1- -
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voltage on load side of the VCB during arcing

source current in fase 1 during arcing

APPENDIX C

load current in fase 2 during arcing

Ubrdwn = UbO + slope * tbegin

Medium frequency current in fase 1 during arcing

load current in fase 2

load current in fase 3
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write maximums of several voltages

Terminate

NN

< ......L. _

----->1 write 'Interruption Failure' ~>

">-->1 write 'Multiple Reignitions' ~>

-:>-->1 write 'Normal Interruption ~>

N

>

write 'vitual Chopping'

>

I
<

plot (Transient Recovery Voltage)

plot (hf-currents)

close output files
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Appendix D. The hf-currents and hf-voltages during arcing

In this appendix is the calculation of the hf-currents and hf-voltages outlined during
hf-arcing. The arcing period is characterized by a hf-current in each phase. Figure 0.1
shows the appropriate scheme for the hf-currents.

Ul

ic1

Cl

C3

UO

Figure D.I: The hf-scheme valid during hf-arcing period.

C6 C5 C4

The equation for each current in Figure 0.1 is given in the next 15 formulas.

(0.1)

(0.2)

(0.3)
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M1'l M'13 M1'l M'13
+ -i (t-4t) + -iLJ(t-4t) - -i (t) - -i (t)L,. Ll L,. L,. Ll L,. LJ

2C12;7(t) =-- [U7(t) - US(t) - U7(t-4t) + U8(t-4t)] - ;7(t-4t)
4t

. 2C1'l •
;,<t) = - [U,(t) - U8(t) - U7(t-4t) + U8(t-4t)] - ;,<t-4t)

4t
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(D.t4)

(D.t5)

Applying the law of Kirchhoff on the nine nodal points results in the following nine
formulas for the nodal voltages:

2: ic2 + i12 = 0

2C2 ~t
- [Uo(t) + U2(t-~t) - Uo(t-~t)] + - [-U2(t-~t) + U5(t-~t)]
~t 2~

M M
+ i (t-~t) - i (t-~t) - ----.E.i (t-~t\ - -E.i (t-~t)

c2 1.2 ~U, ~L3

(D.t6)

(D.17)

(D.IS)
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I:.t I:.t 1 1 M12 . M 13 •
- - Ul(t) + U4(t)[- + -] - -U7(t) + -'L2(t) + -'L3(t) =

2Ll 2L1 R1 ~ L1 L1

I:.t [U1(t-l:.t) _ U4(t-l:.t)] + iu(t-I:.t) + M12 iL2(t-l:.t) + M 13 iL3(t-l:.t)
2Ll L1 L1

(0.19)

5: . .
IU = IS

2C
+ _4 [ -u. (t-I:.t) + U. (t-I:.t)] - L(t-I:.t) - i (t-I:.t) - i (t-I:.t)I:.t 7 0 ., 8 10
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8: is + i, = 4 + ill

1 1 2C12 2C23 2C,
-U(t) - U(t)[- + - + - +-]
~' I ~ b.t b.t b.t

2C12 2C23 2C,
+ --U,(t) + --U9(t) + - Uo(t) =

b.t b.t b.t

-2C 2C
__12_ [-U7(t-b.t) + Us(t-b.t)] +~ [-Us(t-b.t) + U9(t-b.t)]

b.t b.t

2C
+ -' [-UI(t-b.t) + Uo(t-b.t)] + i,(t-b.t) - i9(t-b.t) - ill(t-b.t)

b.t

-2C13 2C
23-b.t-[-U7(t-b.t) + Ug(t-b.t)] - -b.-t [-Us(t-b.t) + U9(t-b.t)]

2C
+ _6 [-U9(t-b.t) + Uo(t-b.t)] + is(t-b.t) + i

9
(t-b.t) - i12(t-b.t)

b.t

(D.23)

(D.24)

Rewriting the equation DA, D.5 and D.6 results in the equations for the three hf
currents:
10: iLl

11: i12

il.2(t) + M 12 iLl(t) + M23 i1.3(t) _ b.t U
2
(t) + b.t U,(t) =

~ ~ 2~ 2Lz

(D.25)

(D.26)
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12: 11.3

iLJ(t) + M13 iu(t) + M23 i1.2(t) _ !Jot U
3
(t) + !Jot U

6
(t) =

L3 ~ ~ 2~
(D.27)

In order to make the equations less complicated the following constants are defined:

dt~ = dthf/(2*~)

dt~ = dthf/(2*~)

dtL.J = dthf/(2*L.J)
Cldt = 2*Ctldthf
C;dt = 2*C;/dthf
~dt = 2*~/dthf

C4dt = 2*C4/dthf
Csdt = 2*Cs/dthf
C6dt = 2*C6/dthf
Cl2dt = 2*Cl2/dthf
Cl3dt = 2*Cl3/dthf
~dt = 2*~/dthf

Gl = 1/Rl
G2 = 1/R2
GJ = 1/RJ

Ml2~ = Ml2/~
M13~ = Ml3/~
M12~ = Ml2/~
M23~ = M23/~
Ml3L.J = Ml3/L.J
M23L.J = M23/L.J

From the equations D.13 until D.24 is a matrix A together with the vectors ~ and 12
composed regarding the following formulas:

~iCl = iLl
-ic2 = iu. .
-1c3 = 11.3
Uo(t) = 0
Uo(t-!Jot) = 0

The vector ~ consists of the voltages on the nodal points and the hf-currents flowing
though the busbar:

x[1] = U1
x[2] = U2
x[3] = U3
x[4] = U4
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x[5] = U5
x[6] = U6
x[7] = U7
x[S] = US

x[9] = U9
x[10] = ill
x[1l] = il2
x[12] = il3
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The initial conditions for the voltages and currents depends whether the reignition is
its first after opening the switch. If this is the case then all current and voltages are
zero except VI and V 7• Otherwise the currents and voltages in the adjacent phases
have an initial value.

Vl(O) = Vla
V2(O) = V2a
V3(O) = V3a
V4(O) = 0
VS(O) = VSa
V6(O) = V6a
V7(O) = V7a
V8(O) = V8a
V9(O) = V9a

ill(O) = -ic1(tr) = 0
i12(O) = -ic2(tr) = I2a
i13(O) = -ic3(tr) = I3a
i4(O) = 0
i5(O) = I5a
i6(O) = 16a
i7(O) = 0
i8(O) = 0
i9(O) = 19a
ilO(O) = 0
ill(O) = Illa
il2(O) = Il2a

Also the corresponding vector 12 is drawn up:

b[l] = CIdt*VI + dtLt*(-VI + V 4) -2*iLl - M12Lt*iu - MI3Lt*iL3

b[2] = <;dt*V2 + dt~*(-V2 + Vs) -2*iu - M12~*iLl - M23~*iL3

b[3] = ~dt*V3 + dtL:J*(-V3 + V 6) -2*iL3 - M13L:J*iLl - M23L:J*iu

b[4] = dt~*(VI - V 4) + iLl + MI2~*iu + M13~*iL3

b[S] = dt~*(V2 - Vs) + iu + Ml2~*iLl + M23~*iL3

b[6] = dtL:J*(VJ - V 6) + iL3 + M13L:J*iLl + M23L:J*iu

b[7] = Cl2dt*(-V7 + Vs) - i7 + C13dt*(-V7 + V 9) + is - C4dt*V7 - itO

b[8] =- CI2dt*(-V7 + Vs) + i7 + ~dt*(-Vs + V 9) - ~ - Csdt*Vs - ill

b[9] =- C13dt*(-V7 + V 9) + is - ~dt*(-Vs + V 9) + ~ - C6dt*V9 - il2

b[lO] = dt~*(VI - V 4) + iLl + MI2~*iu + MI3~*iL3

b[ll] = dt~*(V2 - Vs) + iu + MI2~*iLl + M23~*iL3

b[l2] = dtL:J*(VJ - V 6) + iL3 + MIJL:J*iLl + M23L:J*iu
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Cldt + dtLl 0 0 -dtLl 0 0 0 0 0 0 -Ml.}-l -Ml,Ll

0 Cpt+~ 0 0 -~ 0 0 0 0 -MuL" 0 -M~

0 0 C,dt + dtL, 0 0 -dtL, 0 0 0 -Ml,L, -MuL, 0

-dILl 0 0 dtLl+O. 0 0 -°1 0 0 0 Mt.J.. M.,Ll

0 -~ 0 0 ~+02 0 0 -°2 0 Mu~ 0 M~

0 0 -dtL, 0 0 dtL,+O, 0 0 -0, M.,L, MuL, 0

0 0 0 0. 0 0 -01-C1P-C.,dt-C14dl CIP Cl,dt 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 °2 0 C.P -02-C1P-C~-C,dt C~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0, Cl,dt C~ -0,-Cl,dt-C~-C;t 0 0 0

-dILl 0 0 dtLl 0 0 0 0 0 1 Mt.J.l Ml,Ll

0 ~ 0 0 dtL2 0 0 0 0 MuL" 1 M~

0 0 -dtL, 0 0 dtL, 0 0 0 M.,L, MuL, 1
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Appendix E. The hf-currents and hf-voItages during recovery

When the hf-current is in phase one interrupted then the hf-currents in the adjacent
phases will continue to flow. In this case there is only a mutual coupling between
phase two and three. The new scheme for the recovery is shown in Figure E.1.

U8U2 iL2

ic2
U3

L3
i6

ic3 ill
C2

C3
C6 CS

UO

Figure E.1: The hf-scheme valid during the recovery period.

The equation for each current in Figure E.1 is given in the next 9 formulas.

(E.1)

(E.2)

(E.3)

iLJ(t) = 2~~ [U3(t) + U3(t-~t) - U6(t) - U6(t-~t)] +

M M
iLJ(t-~t) + --.l:'!..iu(t-~t) - --.l:'!..iu(t)

~ ~

(E.4)
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(E.5)

(E.6)

(E.7)

(E.8)

(E.9)

In the next six formulas is the law of Kirchhoff applied on the six nodal points.

1: ic2 + iu = 0

(E.10)

2: ic3 + iu = 0

2C3 4t 4t M23-U3(t) + -U3(t) - -U6(t) - -;L2(t) =
4t 2~ 2~ ~

(E.11)
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~t ~t 1 1 M2'J •
-~ U2(t) + U,(t) [2~ + R,.] - R,. U.(t) + ~ 'u(t) =

~t [U2(t-~t) - U,(t-~t] + iL2(t-~t) + M2'J iL3(t-~t)
2~ ~

4: 11.3 = ~

~t ~t 1 1 M2'J •
-- U3(t) + U6(t)[- + -] - - U9(t) + - 'L2(t) =

2L3 2L3 ~ ~ ~

~t [U3(t-~t) - U6(t-~t] + iL3(t-~t) + M2'J iL2(t-~t)
2L3 ~

1 1 2C2'Jr 2C6r-U(t) - U(t)[- + -- +-]
~ 6 9 ~ ~t ~t

APPENDIXE

(E.12)

(E.13)

(E.14)

(E. IS)
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Rewriting formula E.3 and EA results in the equations for the hf-currents iu and iL3•

7: iu

ir.z(t) + M 23 il.3(t) _ At U
2
(t) + At U,(t) =

~ ~ 2~

8: iL3

il.3(t) + M 23 ir.z(t) - At U
3
(t) + At U

6
(t) =

L3 ~ 2~

(E.16)

(E.17)

In order to make the equations less complicated the following constants are defined:

dt~ = dthf/(2*~)

dt~ = dthf/(2*~)

C:zdt = 2*C:z/dthf
~dt = 2*~/dthf

Csrdt = 2*CSr/dthf
C6rdt = 2*C6r/dthf
C:zJrdt = 2*C:zJrIdthf
G2 = 1/R2
G3 = 1/R3

M23~ = M23/~
M23~ = M23/~

From the equations 5.10 until 5.17 a matrix C together with the vectors ~ and g are
composed with the following formulas:

-ia = iu
-ic3 = iL3
Uo(t) = 0
Uo(t-At) = 0
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The vector ~ consists of the voltages and the nodal points and the hf-currents flowing
though the busbar:

y[l] = U2
y[2] = U3
y[3] = U5
y[4] = U6
y[5] = U8
y[6] = U9

y[7] = il2
y[8] = i13

The initial conditions are the voltages and currents at the momemt of current
interruption in phase one:

U2(0) = U20r
U3(0) = U30r
U5(0) = U50r
U6(0) = U60r
U8(0) = U80r
U9(0) = U90r

i12(O) = I20r
i13(O) = I30r
i5(0) = I50r
i6(0) = I60r
i9(0) = I90r
ill(O) = I110r
i12(0) = I120r

Also the corresponding vector g is drawn up:

d[l] = ~dt*U2 + dt~*(-U2 + Us) -2*iu - M23~*iLJ

d[2] = ~dt*UJ + dt~*(-UJ + U6) -2*iLJ - M23~*iu

d[3] = dt~*(U2 - Us) + iu + M23~*iLJ

d[4] = dt~*(UJ - U6) + iLJ + M23~*iu

d[5] = ~dt*(-Us + U9) - 4 - csdt*Us - ill

d[6] = - ~dt*(-Us + U9) + 4 - c6dt*U9 - i12

d[7] = dt~*(U2 - Us) + iu + M23~*iLJ

d[8] = dtL:J*(UJ - U6) + iLJ + M23I...3*iu
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c

cfJ :s
n

0 ...
::; ~

crJt + dtL2 0 -dtL2 0 0 0 0 -Mut2

0 Cpt + dtL, 0 -dtL, 0 0 -M2I-, 0

-dtL2 0 dtL2+G2 0 -G2 0 0 M2I-,

0 -dtL, 0 dtL,+G, 0 -G, Mut, 0

0 0 G2 0 -G2-C2Jllt-Cylt Cn,dt 0 0

0 0 0 G, Cn,dt -G,-Cn,dt-C",dt 0 0

-dtL2 0 dtL2 0 0 0 1 M2I-2

0 -tltL, 0 tItL, 0 0 Mut, 1
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Appendix F. The ratio between induced and initial hf-current

Ratio induced hf-current and initial hf-current
120 r-----.....,...------r--------.,-----....,....-------,

1086
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o
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